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AID ROLLS ON
Springhill Fund
Hits $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0
By THE CANADIAN PRESS jkmed or missing in the Nova 
Donations and offers of aid con-1 Scotia coal mine upheaval In 
tlnued to roll in during the eluded’
end as the National Springhill I
Disaster Relief Fund reached the 
$500,000 mark.
The latest donations for the 
wives and children of miners
COAL MINE DEAD 
STANDS AT 50
SPRINGHILL, N.S. (CP) — 
Haggard miners dug with picks 
and shovels into the last unex­
plored depths of bump-shattered 
No. 2 colliery today with little 
hope of finding anything but the 
bodies of their buried comrades.
By early today the count of 
known dead stood at 50. Twenty- 






destrian died in Vernon Jubilee 
hospital Sunday night a short 
time after being struck by a car 
while she was walking along 27th 
street.
Police said the victim was 
Dellie Anita Isaac,, a resident of 
Okanagan Indian Reserve No. 1.
Alleged driver of the auto in­
volved in the mishap was Alex 
ander Dovauo of Lumby,
A coroner's inquest has been 
ordered to convene Tuesday at 
2 p.m. ,
A donation of $15,000 from the 
city of Hamilton, $2,000 each 
from canvasses in the Nova 
Scotia centres of New Glasgow 
and Pictou, $3,000 from the Royal 
Canadian Navy at Halifax and 
$1,500 from the Maritime United 
Baptist convention.
Governor Marvin Griffin of 
Georgia has offered free vaca 
tions in his state to survivors and 
their families. The city of Cal­
gary has offered to adopt a min­
ing family and aid in its rehabili­
tation.
The Winnipeg Rotary Club has 
adopted a single family and will 
send them $300 a month for six 
months in relief funds.
Mayor Ralph Gilroy of Spring­
hill, a mine inspector at the 
stricken colliery, will be guest of 
honor Thursday night at a $100-a- 
plate dinner in Toronto being 
given by the Perkins Furniture 
Company for 100 furniture manu­
facturers and toy suppliers. .
TO RAISE FUNDS
The dinner is to raise funds to 
buy (Christmas toys for children 
of all Springhill miners.- Perkin9 
have already collected $2,500 
worth of toys and children of the 
company’s employee^will wrap 
them this week for^thC; Novar 
Scotia children.
The p r o c e e d s  of Toronto s 
Thursday night professional wtes- 
tling will be given to the Spring­
hill . mayor for the relief fund. 
Operators of the wrestling arena 
have waived r e n t a l  arrange- 
ments. . . .  ,
Donations for the national fund 
are being accepted at offices of 
the Chartered Trurt Company 
and the Royal Bank of Canada.
BOBERT SOMMERS 
. .  .  guilty of conspiracy
KELOWNA PACKERS START RUSSIAN JOURNEY
Last picture of the Kelowna 
Packers before boarding the 
plane for the coast is a com­
position of happy, confident
smiles, and waving hands. 
There were several hundred on 
hand for the Packers’ depar­
ture at Ellison airport at 10
o’clock this morning. Cameras 
clicked, last minute goodbyes, 
and well wishes from friends, 
relatives and fans were said.
Two planes were used on the 
first leg of the long journey 
which win take the touring 
team half . way around the 
world.
U S Pundits Predict 
Democratic Majority
WASHINGTON (AP)-The 1958 
battle for control of Congress 
tapered off today with Demo­
crats predicting victory and Re­
publicans working for a last-min­
ute upset,
Some 48,000,000 Americans will 
decide at the poll.s Tuesday which 
side Is right in the backwash of 
a campaign that focussed more 
on pcr.sonnllties than on any grip­
ping national Issiies. ^
Mild weather—fir the 50s and 
eo.s—was the election day fore­
cast for most of the country. 
And Just about every political 
weathervanc pointed to Demo­
cratic gains. .
A survey by The. Associated 
Prc.ss showed Democrats favored 
to capture eight to 12 GOP seats 
In the Senate and 17 to 40 or
more In the House of Represent­
atives, with a good chance to 
gain a couple of governorships 
QiS well* '
A strong Democratic upsurge— 
particularly if it reached the up­
per limits forecast by some ex­
perts — would transform the 
party’s shaky control of Congress 
during the last two years into a 
commanding margin. ^
There are some bright spots in 
the Republican picture.
Easily the political discovery of 
the year is Nelson Rockefeller, 
the glad - handing, 50 - year - old 
multi - millionaire who rocketed 
from a political nowhere to be­
come a serious challenger of New 
Y o r k’ 8 Domocrntlc Governor 




WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States will launch its 
third lunar probe ’’within a 
week or so" the national aero­
nautics and space administra­
tion announced today.
The official announcement 
was coupled with an estimate 
that the third effort has one 
chance in is  of reaching the 
vicinity of the moon.
Traced To Family Feuds
LONDON (AP)—What put the.nlng News notes: ‘‘In one part 
chip on Field Marshal Montgom- of his being he h^s never grown 
ery’s shoulder? British reviewers up.’’
of his memoirs decided today it In his book Montgomery him 
was his mother. self writes: ‘‘I can say that my
"Montgomery’s mother gave j own childhood was unhappy. This 
him a hell of a time,’’ says a 
Daily Express reviewer.
“Monty feared his mother and 
loved his father,’’ reports a re­
viewer, in the Star. "This is 
probably a clue to the strange 
thrusting character of Field Mar­
shal .Viscount Montgomery of 
Alemain.’’
Says the Evening Standard Re
was due to a clash of wills be 
tween my mother and myself. 
My early life was a scries of 
fierce battles, from which my 
mother Inevitably emerged the 
victor."
Grant MacEwan Named Chief 
O f Alberta's Liberal Party
Cubans Face Rebel Threats 
During Presidential Balloting
HAVANA. Cuba (AP)-Cubnns RcImI Lender Fidel Cnstro even
faced rebel thrent.s of being shot 
os they voted to<iny for a now 
president nnd Congress. ,
Voting wns light In the first 
few hours after the polls opened 
ol 8 n.m. but voting in Cubnn 
elections usunlly does not really 
.<i«t under way until nUernoon.
A cry of fraud from
boforo the first ballot wns cast, 
The rebels, who have warned 
Cubans to boycott election or l)c 
shot, charged In a broadcast "the 
results have already been pre 
pared In army barracks." Prcsl 
dent Jfkdgenclo Batista h ns al­
ways had the 
Cuban army. ,
NOBEL PRIZE
Second Soviet citizen to win a 
Nobel prize for 19.58 Is Pavel C. 
Cherenkov, discoverer, with two 
other scientists, of the Cheren­
kov effect which hns been put 
to prnctlcnl use In mensurlng 
... rndloncllvo rndlntlon. The two 
backing of thcl other Soviet physicists will 
share the prize with him.
ouy;* U.C , EDMONTON (CP) -  The Al-
viewer: "There are times when bertn Liberal party has chosen 
Montgomery writes ns If he were Uhc "fre.sh leader nnd kinder 
on a psychintrlst’s couch under-L y^hom lender J.
going deep analysis . . . scat-
tered with alarming frequency Harper Prowse stepped aside 
throughout the book nre . . . He Is Grant MacEwan, 56, of 
hints of a basically insecure nn- Calgary.
ture." Mr. MacEwan won the party
Lord Attlee, prime minister lcader.shlp on the second ballot 
when Montgomery served ns in Saturday’s convention. He do- 
chiot of the Imporlnl genernl fented Rnlph Walker, 34-yenr-old 
staff, writes In the Observer: Rnymond rnneher nnd oilman,
LIKE A CHILD 214 votes to 200. Tlie first ballot
"Some of the difficulties he eliminated Dick Hnll, 51, Athn- 
gnvo his colleagues and his su- bnsca merchant, 
perlors wore due not so much to Tlio new loader was given the 
a profound Intclleclunl disagree- task of brenking Socinl Credit's 
ment with their views ns, I think, 23-ycnr hold on Alberta and rc- 
to the fhet that occnslonnlly ho storing the Liberals to provincial 
could, and did, behave like a ' 
child. . . .  ,
"lie  Is the kind of chap who 
puts his foot in it from time to 
time, partly because he gets 
things wrong occnslonnlly, pnrtly
jccnuso ho is hn putspoken fcl-. ,
Khrushchev Brushes OH Pasternak
3oy."
A reviewer In the London Evc
France Builds Secret O il 
Line O ver Sahara Desert
5^*
IfASSI MK.S.SAOUD, Algeria 
(Ucuteis) Hundred,s of work- 
U\en, pndeeteti iiy and
spotter piiuû !'. ate laying a 4*2̂  
inlle phHihmi aoro'Ui the .Sntiara’s 
Kidfting sainls ,to bring oil to the 
Medilurraiuhm coast.




» hnd dcHcvl tiltM-siiH'u 
nre ne»vonc|ng. along n fuanet 
lODte at tfie rate of,two mlic.s a
*1'llo! 21liu h pipeline will extoiid 
fiMin the Hn*si Messnoud oil- 
fields to dm |XHt of Hougle. Ttw 
c<»st lit till! project IS 12,(KM),000,• 
POO Irani'* talxml 128,000,OWL
Buried 31 Inches under the 
qulck-shlftlng sands, U l.s pro­
tected ngninst |»sslble Algerian 
rebll raids by an clectrUlwl lino 
close to the phro.
French air force spotter planr^s 
patrol over,work teams. ' 
First oil flowing through the 
plixdlne is cx|K(cted to reach 
Fiance by Uw> eiwl of next year. 
T|io idpellno will carry 4,000,W 
tons p( iriido oil a year at first 
and 16,000,000 tons by 1961.
st o r a g e  tanks
Work is Hliendy In progre.ss on 
eight Riant storage tanka at 
iJougic and U.s port 1* being ax*
panded to handle giant tankers 
of up to 80,000 tons 
There are 14 oil-producing wells 
nnd 12 exploration Iwrcholcs In 
the central Sahara fields of Hnssl 
Mc».snoud, which cover nn area 
of 300 square miles. Proved re 
suits are conservatively put at 
500.000,000 tons,
Ttogethcr with the other major 
oil strikes at Edjele, llgueh- 
tourlne and Znn,alllne, the Sa­
hara Is exiiccted In the next few 
yenr.s to, supply nlxnil half of 
Franco’s annual oil consumption, 
gt present around 26,000,000 Ion*.
power which they have not held 
since 1021.
Mr. MncEwnn will serve the 
next .session a.s official opposition 
lender. A provincial genernl elec­
tion is expected to follow that 
session next spring.
LcglslntUro stnnding: Socinl
Credit 37; Liberal 15; Progres­
sive Conservative 3; CCF 2; 
Coalition 1; Llbcrnl-Conservntlvc 
1 Independent Social Credit 1; 
Independent 1. Total 61.
Mr, MacEwan wns first elected 
to the loglslnturo in the 19.55 gen­
ernl cloclion ns one of Cnlgnry’s 
six members. Four yenrs earlier 
ho had boon defentod, ns n Lib­
eral candidate in a fcdernl by- 
election for Brandon.
Ex - Minister Loses 
Legislature Status
VANCOUVER (C P)—Mr. Justice J. O. Wilson opened 
a new phase of the Sommers bribery-conspiracy trial today by 
telling the jury that their decision on the conspiracy counts 
will not affect their decisions on bribery charges.
He gave his instruction as he opened his charge in the 
77th day of the trail involving Robert Sommers, former lands 
and forests minister and others.
Saturday night after more than 50 hours of deliberation 
the jury returned guilty verdicts against Sommers and H. W. 
Gray on conspiracy and also convicted Gray’s firms, PacifiQ 
Coast Services Limited and Evergreen Lumber Sales.
It failed to agree in the case 
of timber engineer Charles D.
Schultz and his firm of the same 
name, and on the guilt or inno­
cence of John Gray, a Pacific 
official.
It acquitted the multi-million 
dollar E. P. Taylor-controlled 
firm of B.C. Forest Products 
Limited.
The 47-year-old former minis­
ter and H. W. Gray, the man 
who is said to have passed bribes 
to him for favor in the issuance 
of government timber licences, 
reappeared in the court prison­
er’s dock after a weekend spent 
in city jail. Sommers looked se­
rious and Gray appeared wan 
and somewhat red-eyed.
NOW IN CUSTODY 
At the mid-morning recess the 
two were led downstairs in 
charge of RCMP. This compared 
with the freedom they enjoyed 
at the earlier stages of the trial 
when they sat beside their coun­
sel in court.
It is expected that appeals will 
be taken on behalf of both Som- . . .  . , j  »
m errand  Gray but no announce- ^is face as he was led from the 
ment will be made until comple- prisoner’s dock. For H. Wilson 
tion of the trial. Gray the verdict seemed to
The jury now Is being asked bring an internal agony. He put 
to decide on the guilt or inno- his hands to his head and 
cence of seven accused—all ex- slumped forward, 
cept Sommers—who are involved The jury had deliberated more 
in a group of 12 charges as the than 50 hours to decide the fate 
alleged donors of bribes. The of the eight accused persons and 
nine-man and three-women jury firms. Their deliberation is bc- 
will be required to return a total lleved a record in Canada, just 
of 50 verdicts in this phase of as the trial already is the long- 
the case. est ever.
Later they will be asked to de-l Jury foremati Eric 'Millei' gav8 
cide on seven charges of bribery the following verdicts, 
against Sommers as a receiver Sommers, guilty; H. W. Gray, 
of bribes. guilty; Pacific Coast Services,
Sommers, minister from 1952 guilty; E v e r g r e e n  Lumber 
until his resignation in 1956, auto- Sales, guilty John Gray, dis- 
matically lost his legislative seat agreement; (Charles D. Schultz, 
as Social Credit member for disagreement; C. D. Schultz and 
Trail-Rossland on conviction of Company Limited, disagreement; 
conspiracy Saturday. A writ for m.C. Forest Products Limited, 
a byelection must be issued not guilty.
jtticT w U son , citlne law ™ E N  TO MIL
and repeating much of what he Mr. Justice J. 0. Wilson said 
said in his four-day charge on the jury coulil consider itself dis- 
conspiracy, said his voice must charged .so far as the conspiracy 
be beginning to sound like a den- case on which it could not agree 
list’s drill to the members of the were concerned. He said .John 
jury. But he could not help It; Gray, Charles D. Schultz and his 
he must go on. firm will be tried again on the
He told them that their ver- consniraev count on a date to be 
diets on conspiracy ^ere not to fixed in the future, 
affect their .'iecislon on the sub- Thus the possibility of new 
stantlve counts. He said they trials arose even before the 76- 
may conclude that one found day case came to completion. The 
guilty of conspiracy may or may jury still has to decide on 50 
not be guilty of one or more of bribery counts ngninst the al- 
Iho b r i b e r y  charges or vice leged donors of brino.s and seven 
versa. bribery counts ngninst Sommers
THE WHOLE PLOT as the alleged recipient.
_  _ __  Sommers spent the weekend
The along with H. W. Gray in Onknlla
whole plot J p prison farm. They rennponred In
trial resumed.
acts. And in the latter case cjni froo on ball are 48-vcnr**bribery charge must be ProvedI ,S*llMreo^on ba^^
.separately. phnrin«
Mr. Justice Wilson ^  h'len no IndicnUort
his acUon of sonw llrne " 8̂  *n appeals will bo taken by
acquitting S o m m e r s  of “ ve „ ' '
charges of Crown charges that the
lack ^  pHbes were for use of Sommers*
mer rplnisters a c q u it^  granting of for-
bonrlng management licences,
of those who still remain charged Crown alleged that more
In those particular counts. i ^ ^ _
LATE FLASHES
TJ 4 U tknn ?18.000 changed hands, Som-
admitted receiving some 
that the chief c ro w  jP $7,100 but said In his defence Iho
ho ense former Pncl lc b o o k - l o g l U m a t o  loans 
keeper Charles Evcr.sfield, *iP" f|.Q|.n jds friend 11. W. Gray, woro 
pears to bo an accomplice "njlLoyorcd by notes and were ro- 
that former B.C. Forest chief
nanclal offlcor, Trevor Daniels, Tho conspiracy e li a r g c on
IP”/ * / ' 5 "^”’ which the jury reported Salur- 
But that was for tho jury to de-,Ljjjy alleged that between Jan. 1,
10S3 nnd March 31, 19.55, the nc- 
But the judge repented conspired with HectoN
prcviou.s warning that it was lato .president of B. C,
dangerous to convict on the iin- forest nnd otlieT.s "to commit 
corroborated evidence of nn “c* indictable offimces.”
complice. _  , 1 Sommers re.slgne<t frorp I'rc-
At one point jury foreman Eric nennoU’s cabinet In Fcb- 
Mlller asked tho Judge w h e t h e r 19,5(1, ' ■
jury questions would bo Wir- xhV defence charged that tho 
milted during his charge. TlieLnse was sparked tiy persons 
judge replied ho would welcome Lacking to discredit tho Sodul 




As • service to our renders 
Tlie Dally Courier will publish 
valley radio seliedulen includ­
ing CJIB, Vernon; CKOV, Kel­
owna, and will Include CKOK, 
rentioton, In the near fuliire. 
For today'a achedulea aee Page 
7.
Cloudy nnd mild twlny and 
Tuesday, A few showera In the 
afternoon. Winds light. I^ow to­
night and high Tuesday at Kel­
owna 45 nnd 55. Temperatures re­
corded Saturday 43 nnd .56, Sun­
day 43 nnci 60.
CANADA’S IIIGII-LOW 
MEDICINE HAT . . . . . . . .  €6
rn i^ IC E A L B E R T ........ IB
MOSCOW (AP)—Boris Pasternak Is free to collect his $41,- 
420 Nobel Lltcrnturo Prize. In the capitalist world—nnd to stay 
there It ho wants to. Tliis was the sluirp Kremlin reaction after 
a personal appeal by Pasternak to Premier KliniBlichev Satur-, 
day to be allowed to stay in Russia. ,
Dionne Quint Gives Birth To Boy
MONTREAL (CP)—Annette Dionne, now Mrs, Gerinaln 
Allard, gave birth today to an eight-pound, one ounce boy.
Workmen Prepare For Papal Cerempny
VATICAN e n y  (Routers)—Workmen today swarmed over 
'St. Peter’s baslllcii' ns hundreds of leading Roman Catholic, 
prelates, royalty nnd diplomats arrived in Romo for Tuesday’s 
coronation of Popo John XXIII, Tlw workmen were putting 
the finishing touches on decorations for . Christendom's largest 
ceremony. \
Aviation leader Seeks U.S. Business
QUEHEC (CP)—Tlie government should Insist tho Unliccj 
States buy some defence wtaiwns from Canada, tho president 
of the Air Industries and 'FrUnstiort Association said toilay. R. 
W, Ryan of (lanadinn Pacific Airlines, Vancouver,, made the 
suggestion at th<? oiiening session of,'tho group’* ,lhrcc-dny 
annual meeting. ' ' ' ,
I  nn electrifying, thrca-mln- WITNESS
le court scene Saturday’ night nllegfjtlons w e
II Assize Coiirt Jury found Mr. brbught to light lliroug
Sommers and tlmhcr executive 
II. Wilson Gray guilty of conspir­
acy. .
For Mr. Sommers It was prob­
ably tho longest three minutes of 
ids life. A wry smllo spread over
r c first 
llirougb former 
Pacific Co a H t services book- 
keepon Charles W. Eversfleld 
who took numerous documents 
from the files of tho firm when 
ho loft Its employ in March, 
1955.
Trail M ay Vote To Replace 
Sommers Afte r N e xt Session
VANCOUVER (CP) r -  Hugh 
Shnntz, speaker of the B.C* leg” 
Ihlaturo, said Sunday he doe* 
not cxjMict n byclcctlon In bo 
called In the constituency of 
Trail - llossland until after tho 
closing of this next bchbIoii of the 
leglslaluifl. 'XlM' •cislon.
Jan. 22. r . . .
Tho float wn« vnbnled ntdp- 
matlcnlly BBtundjay tplficn Robert 
Sommont, former mlnlitcr ol 
lands ond foroids and, MLA for 
tlio riding, wiis convloled In Vnii- 
couver by a Supremo Court jury 
Of conspiracy m  accept bribe*,
♦
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P a c k e rs  L e a v e  o n  First L e g  
O f  Russian H o c k e y  T o u r
Today the Packers left on the first leg of 
Iheir trip to Russia. The good-byes and the 
good-lucks have been said. As far as we arc 
concerned they arc on their way. The trip 
is on, indeed.
There is no denying the fact that the trip 
has caused some mixed feelings in thb area. 
The enthusiasm the announcement engend­
ered last spring slowly died. This was not 
because of the lack of interest in the trip but 
the poor public relations which the trip and 
the team received during the intervening 
months. Utter lack of public relations per­
haps is more descriptive phrase.
To the man on the street, there appeared 
to be little information available and most of 
that which was given out was contradictory. 
He became completely frustrated and eventu­
ally grew lukewarm to the whole idea.
It was not until a week or ten days ago 
that the obvious became apparent—that sev­
eral thousands of dollars were not going to 
come flying into the coffers in answer to a 
letter. It was then that the general public 
was ^ven a chance— and accepted it—to 
play its part.
But all this actually had little to do with 
the team and its Russian trip. Distressing as 
the situation may have been during the past 
few weeks, the average citizen is keenly ap­
preciative of the fact that it is the Packers 
that is making the trip and wishes the team 
every success.
They hope that the team will not only 
win their games but that they will deport 
themselves on and off the ice as sportsmen 
and gentlemen. There have been other Euro­
pean trips and in some cases distressing 
stories have drifted back about certain inci­
dents. This we trust and believe, will not 
happen in this instance. We believe Mr. 
O’Reilly will impress upon his protoges that 
they arc the representatives of this city and 
of Canada and that this should govern their 
conduct both on and off the ice.
The team has gone; it is on its way to 
Russia. It carries with it the best wishes of 
liic people of Kelowna and, we believe, of 
ihe Okanagan. It would be a fine thing for 
it to come back with an imposing record of 
victories, but it would be a finer thing, re­
gardless of the victories, for it to come back 
having created a favorable impression in 
Europe.
There will be no chanting of the old slo­
gan “Roll, Packers, Roll!’’ in Russia or Swe­
den but that is just what the air waves will be 
carrying as the people of this city keep their 
lingers crossed for the next few weeks. They 
will be silently wishing bcst-of-Iuck to the 
players on foreign ice.
■ H i
In d e c e n t Lite ra tu re
Speaking in Montreal recently Justice 
Minister Fulton indicated that at the next 
session of Parliament something might be 
done to cope with indecent literature. Many 
persons may say it is about time, but the 
problem is far from simple. What seems 
salacious to some people is not at all salaci­
ous to others. If too puritan an outlook were 
applied many acknowledged literary classics 
would be denied to Canada; yet some lurid 
publications could be done without and small 
prejudice to any group.
One thing does seem clear: book censor-
V e t s  In U .K . 
G o v e r n m e n t
T Jr g e
>
1
By M. MclNTYRE HOOD laUon knows of some 200 such 
IDS..,» leases in the United Kingdom anet 
Special London iKirc, and there arc probably
,, Corespondent others which have not been
For The Kelowna DaUy Courier; attention.'
ST. DULLES AND THE DRAGON
than to pass moral judgments on literature 
entering the country.
Books are not alone the offenders in this 
connection. Every newsstand in the country 
cries out with provocative and suggestive 
matter, although often the offence is confined 
to the outside cover. Inside the material may 
lack .entirely the lewdness suggested by the 
jacket. If all magazines and book covers or 
jackets were in plain form half the cry for 
censorship would disappear overnight.
What Mr. Fulton may have in mind will 
doubtless develop when the next session of 
Parliament convenes. However Mr. Fulton
OHAWA REPORT
R o y a l Report- 
Blasts G rits
OTTAWA—The Borden commis- have already been cashed in, 
Sion on energy has issued its first
ship should be taken out of the hands of the has used this subject as a political whipping
customs department. The latter has had the 
unwelcome task of deciding on the spot 
v/hich printed matter should or should not 
be admitted to Canada; and customs officers 
differ a great deal-in their opinions. In the 
House of Commons during the last session 
Revenue Minister Nowlan made it clear he 
would like literary censorship taken out of 
customs hands and transferred to the courts. 
He said rightly thatvhi^. staff was better 
qualified to judge the tariffs on cabbages
horse for years and his suggestion will be 
looked upon with suspicion by many. Cer­
tainly no law can be framed on the subject 
which does not leave censorship discretion 
to some individual or individuals. This is the. 
nub of the matter, although a court authority 
would be much preferable to a customs 
officer. Censorship could be harmful how­
ever, if too rigidly applied and it must take 
into account the mores of twentieth century 
society.
report. We may now expect a 
howl of anguish from Liberal 
apologists, who will protest in 
their usual parrot cry that this 
royal commission is witch-huftt- 
ing, that its report is McCarthy- 
ism, and that it has insulted those 
good friends of Canada who came 
here to' promote the Trans-Can­
ada pipe line—for their own. fin­
ancial gain.
For this report certainly con­
stitutes a damning epitaph on the 
sell-out by the former Liberal 
government, which precipitated 
the headlined pipeline debate in 
Parliament in the summer of 
1956. ,
* :Tfie basic:''criticism then was 
that the Liberal government put 
up the money of Canadian tax­
payers to enable the pipeline to 
be built, but nevertheless allow-
we the taxpayers have not even 
had our major contribution re­
paid.
Some of the promoters were 
able to buy shares in the pipe 
line at $1 each. They could have 
sold them for about $36 each. 
Or, if they prefer to keep the 
shares, they can receive divi­
dends estimated to amount to a 
staggering 150 per cent on their 
investment for year after year, 
according to figures given in the 
House of Commons by Alistair 
Stewart, former MP from Win­
nipeg.
AMERICAN BONDAGE
The Borden commission's re 
port refers in strong words to 
the case of one promoter, who 
has potential tax-free profits of 
nearly $2,000,000 which could have
P a ra g ra p h ic a lly  S p e a k in g
‘‘More than 20,000 Americans over 85 are 
still working,’’ says a statistician. Moral: If 
you don't quit working before you are old, the 
chances are you will become so strongly ad­
dicted to the habit that you can’t break it.
History repeats, and so it’s a safe bet that 
sooner or later inflation will reach its top and 
blow the same.
ly, companies with assets of $2,- 
285,250,000. Yet he came begging 
paltry $82,000,000 “from the 
hard-earned money of our work 
ing people, so he. can go into 
business and make a profit.’’ 
AMERICAN TOOLS 
It is clear now that there was 
full justification for the criti­
cism made of the Liberal gov­
ernment in 1956 by both Conserv­
atives and CCF members. The 
Borden report makes it clear that 
the promoters did nothing that 
was not legal; but our govern­
ment should not have made our 
money available to build the pipe­
line without insisting that the 
pipeline should belong to the tax­
payers, so that you and I could 
reap those huge profits rather 
than foreign “buccaneers’*.
Seventy-five years ago Sir John 
A. Macdonald, our great first 
prime minister, used words • still 
applicable today. He urged the 
development of Canada by Can­
adians, “instead of making us 
tributary to American laws, to 
American companies, to Ameri­
can bondage, to American tolls, 
and to all the little tricks and big 
tricks which American compan­
ies are addicted to” .
LO.NfDON — Hon. A. J. Brooks. 
Canada's Minister for Veterans’ 
.Affairs, on a visit to Britain, has 
received an urgent plea for con­
sideration of the plight of many 
veterans of the CEF of the first 
world war in distressed circum­
stances living in this country and 
in Western Europe.
The plea was presented to him 
in a brief by a delegation from 
the Canadian War Veterans As­
sociation of the United Kingdom, 
headed by its national president, 
J. S. P. Armstrong, agent-general 
for Ontario in London.
Others in the delegation were 
M. Hankowski. national vice-pre­
sident. eVAUK: Col. William
Rae, DSO., Lt. Col. R. W. Abra­
ham, OBE.ED., Col. B. R. Mull- 
aly, national secretary, CVAUK. 
and William Blythe, past presi­
dent. CVAUK.
The brief presented by the 
delegation iwinted out t h a t  
while tliere was definite provision 
for aid for second world war vet­
erans in cases of emergency and 
distress, through the force’s ben­
evolent fund, there was no provi­
sion whatever for veterans of the 
first world war. The brief said: 
SOME 200 IN NEED
“There are many veterans of 
the Canadian Expeditionary 
Force and > their dependents re­
siding in Britain and Western 
European countries who arc, by 
reason of infirmity and old age, 
no longer able to earn their own 
living. Many of these Canadians 
arc living in distressing and even 
poverty stricken circumstances. 
They are unable to qualify for 
war veterans’ allowance because 
they reside outside Canada. Only 
if they return home would the 
allowance be paid them, but they 
are too aged to go back and start 
afresh in strange surroundings.
Also, the Canadians immigra­
tion reguluations prevent a num­
ber from returning. This associ-
.V
Pointing out that the associa­
tion had only limited flnancei, 
which to extend assistance in 
cases of extreme need, the briel 
asked that a special fund be pro­
vided by the Canadian govern­
ment, to suppb' relief in casei 
of emergency, and to be admin­
istered by the district administr­
ator of the Department of Vet­
erans Affairs in the United 
Kingdom.
MINISTER SYMPATHETIC (
Accepting the associations’ 
brief, and promising it would be 
investigated and given serious 
consideration, the minister of 
veterans’ affairs spid he had a 
definitely sympathetic outlook to 
the plight of any Canadian war 
veterans in distress. Ibe difficu­
lty with assisting first world war 
veterans was that while in the 
second world war, the canteen 
funds had been used to provide 
a benevolent fund for distress­
ed members of the forces, the 
first world war canteen funds 
had been distributed to the prov­
inces, and had not been avail- < 
able for veterans outside of Can­
ada.
Hon. Mr. Brooks said he was 
impressed yith the splendid 
work done for veterans in need 
by the CVAUK, and that an ef­
fort woulud be made to work out 
some systenr whereby some as­
sistance could be made available, 
not through any permanent 
grants, but to provide funds 
within certain limits to meet em­
ergences.
While in England, Mr. Brooks 
attended the unveiling of the 
Commonwealth Land Forces 
Memorial by Queen Elizabeth at 
Brookwood Military Cemetery in 
Surrey, where nearly 3,000 Can­
adian members of the armed 
forces are buried. He placed a 
wreath on this memorial on be­




“A woman’s character is revealed by her 
legs,” says a model agency manager. And what 
lovely characters some women have!
“Scientists are trying to develop an egg so 
tough that it will bounce instead of breaking 
when dropped."—-Press report. If they succeed, 
still another gadget will have to be added to 
the kitchen, namely, an egg-opener.
M a jo r  D e m o c r a tic  V ic t o r y  
F o r e s e e n  In U .S . E le c tio n
By GEORGE KITCHEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
years for six-year terms. This 
year, in addition to the custom'
WASHlNCVrON (CP) — 'The po- ary one - third, there are two 
liticnl soothsayers freely predict vacancies to be filled. The Demo- 
n big Democratic victory ,in lAics- crats held a 49-47 edge In the last
day’s U S. congressional election, 
Tl)c Democrut.s. who already 
control both Houses of Congress 
by virtue of election victories In 
1956, heartily agree.
The Republicans, who control 
the White House but not Con­
gress, disagree. But their pro- 
tc.stntlons (if confidence seem to 
lack conviction,
31 SENATE SEATS 
Hero l.s the lineup of congre.s- 
Blonnl scat.s at slake in the vot­
ing:
Senntc — 34 seats, including 
Maine which voted Sent. 8. 'nic 
IHl-mombcr S(mlite elect.s one- 
third of it.s mnnbor every two
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Senate, The now .state of Alaska 
will elect two senators Nov. 25 to 
bring the total in the upper 
chamber to 98,
House of rcprescntatlve.s — 43.5 
seats, including Maine which 
elected two Domocrat.s and one 
Republican to the House Se|it. 8. 
Alaska add.s another Nov. 25. In 
the last House, Democrat.", con­
trolled the House with 2.’15 mem­
bers against 200 Uepnbllcans, 
George Gallup, the biggest of 
the U.S. pollsters, report.s a 
strong Democratic trend among 
the country's 76,145,000 eligible 
volc'i'.s and talk.s In terms of a 
Demoeratic “ landslide."
VOTER SENTIMENT 
Gallup’s latest published sam­
pling of voter .•:ei\tlmcnt showed 
58 per c<*nt favoring the Demo­
crats against 42 per cent for tlm 
Republleans.
'Hio Ass(pelnted Press, In' its 
latest survey, said iwlltlcal sign­
posts across the coutitry, checked 
state by tifato by its corr<*spond 
ent.s;, iwinted to .strengthened 
Don^crntlc c o n t r o l  In lK>th 
Houses of Congress,
If these omens are right, thC' 
CO - opernttve news - gathering 
agency said, the Democrats seem 
likely to ellxiw Hi'puhllenn.s out 
of at lensf five or six Senate seats 
and |M)s.sihly 10 or 12, In the 
House, the nepul)llcan.s mlglil 
drop 10 or 20 seats, or even ns 
many ns .10 to 40 or niore if there 
was n tremendous sweep to tlic 
Demoernt.s,
Die New York Times, reiMirt- 
Ing a nationwide survey of ixilltl- 
cnl conditions by Ha corro.s|)ond- 
ento, predicted the penioerata 
might, gain from 1.5 to 40 House 
Beats. For the Senate, it saw the 
possibility that the Democrats 
might goln as ninny as 10 o r,H  
Hcpuhlicnn-hcld seats.
NIXON c o n f id i<:nt  
'Vico • President Richard M. 
Nikon, directing'^ the ncpubllcaa
or.s. Ho predicted a large rc.ser 
voir of undecided voters would 
rescue the Republicans from 
what throe weeks ago looked like 
a “disastrous defeat.”
Former president Harry S. Tru­
man, who has been sparking the 
Democratic drive, has done little 
forecasting beyond saying that 
prospects for his party appear 
"almost too good to bo true.” Ho 
cautioned against placing too 
much stock In the sweeping Gal­
lup prediction.
It was Truman who in 1948 
proved the poll.stcrs could be 
wrong, In that presidential elec­
tion year, the poll-takers were 
predicting a big win for Thomas 
E. Dewey, tho Republican presi­
dential candidate, Truman, then 
In the White House, hit tho cam­
paign trail, barnstorming from 
town to town, and, swung the tide 
back to the Democrats.
ed the profits on that pipeline to 
accrue to the promoters, and not 
to the taxpayers whose money 
made the whole thing possible. 
HEADS OR TAIL I WIN
If the promoters had gambled 
their own cash, nobody would 
have objected to them receiving 
the profit when success came 
their way. If the government had 
made it a publicly-owned pipe­
line, bringing its profits to the 
people of Canada, nobody would 
have objected to the people’s 
money paying for its building.
But what happened was this. 
The Liberal government made 
available some $154,000,000 of 
your money and mine, to enable 
the pipeline to be built. Since 
then, the promoters and others 
who got in on the ground floor 
have already had the opportun­
ity to make In excess of that 
amount in tax-free capital pro- 
fits.
But no profits are coming to 
the taxpayers whose $154,000,000 
made the whole thing possible. 
And although those huge profits 
have been available and In part
m
BARNET, England (CP)-The 
S o  niin f n l - o f  this Middlesex town
Tanner, who had for 15 years I 
been a cabinet minister in the. -ftcrr
Social Credit government of Al- , ,I GROBY, England (CP)—More
The Government of Canada than 180 gallons of beer ran to 
should have insisted,” says the waste in this Leicestershire coin- 
report, that as a conation of fin- oiunity after a brewery truck 
ancial assistance to the company, | collided with a coal truck. 
steps should be taken to preclude 
Mr. Tanner from “reaping very 
large capital profits” from a com 
pany which “was being financed, 
in an essential part and at a 
crucial time, with public funds.”
This use by the Liberal gov­
ernment of taxpayers’ money to 
finance a private venture was 
criticized in parliament especial­
ly on the grounds that some of 
the promoters were what Mr 
John Diefenbaker in 1956 called 
“Texan adventurers and bucca­
neers”.
Charles Rea, MP, called their | 
deal “Trans we-cant-ralse-thc- 
money Canada Pipe Lines Ltd.”
Ho said that one of “those poor 
little millionaires’’ owned and| 
controlled, directly and Indirect-
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
\ 1̂1
BIBLE BRIEF
Let not mercy and truth for 
sake thee, bind them about thy 
neck; write them uponi the table 
at tlijiie heart.—Proverbs 3:3.
Cruelty and falsehood dostroj^
10 YEARS AGO 
November, 1918
Die Okanagan branch of the 
B.C. School Trustees Association 
will meet at Oliver Nov. 10, 
when the whole question of in­
creased salaries for teachers in 
the area will bo dl.scusscd. The 
existing schedule in th(! element­
ary schools Is $1,300 to $2,500 and 
secondary schools $1,000 to $3,000.
Thanks to tho generosity of 
VVnvne Braden, proprietor of the 
new Gay Wny Howling alloy 
which officially opens tomorrow, 
prodcds from the flr.sj day's 
sport will go toward cqidpplng 
a ward In tho Kelowna General 
Hospital.
20 YEARS AGO 
November, 1938
Mcll.can and Fitzpatrick, pack­
ers and .shippers from the Kel­
owna district, topped all com­
petitors in two classes at the Im-
50 YEARS AGO 
November, 1908
A pleasing ceremony was cnr-| 
ried out Friday afternoon at the 
public school, In tho presence of 
a largo number of pupils and 
their grown-up rclatlvc.s and 
friends, when th(? Union Jack 
was hoisted for the flr.st time on 
tho new flag-staff. The date was | 
auspiciously chosen, ns a dl.s- 
llngulshcd party happened to bc| 
In town. Including Senator Do- 
.stock, the Hpn. Wm. Tompleman 
and Mr. Duncan itoss. All were 




APPOINTMENT of T. H. 
■Whitson, of Vancouver, ns 
t r a f f i c  m an a g e r. C row n 
Zclldrbach Canada Limited, 
is announced. He succeeds 
the late G. R. Dolton. Mr. 
Whitson has boon: with the 
company for 22 years. He 
has been assistant traffic 
manager since 1060.
Why Dr. Selye’s heart drug 
may never save a life
q{ Montreal cannot get enough financial support to 
perfect hifl discovery. A recent appeal to prominent 
Canadians and Americans for $1,000,000 yielded $20! 
Today, Dr. Selyo’s institute faces near-bankruptcy.
The genius who has been nominated five times for the 
Nobel prize has to beg for money to carry on hie 
work. Road about Dr. Selye’s wonderful discovery 
and his struggle, in this week’s Star Weekly.
HOW BILL DODGERS OPERATE
Some people do ingenious things to avoid paying then 
bills. Collection agencies are constantly trying to 
outsmart them. E^oy this interesting story of the 
war between delinquent debtors and collection 
agencies.
NEW HAMMOND INNES NOVEL
Read it in the Star Weekly before i t  appears in book 
form. Tho author of “Campbell’B Kinedom” usea 
Quebec and Labrador os tho sotting for his vigorous 
now novel—"Lake of the Lion” First port begins this 
week. Rend tho Star Weekly for the best in fiction, 
articles, comics and sport
t h e r e  i s  s o  m u c h  t o  h o l d  y o u r  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h i s  w e e k *  a
? '  1
SMRWEEEIY
IMPERIAL BANK OF CANADA EXECUTIVE CHANGES
iiiori' certainly than they do pcrlnl show in Bristol, Eng., last 
vlcllm.s of tliosi' ugly sin::. v.’('ek and was the only firm in
U.M
the
Die perfect proveiitive of these 
errors is treasuring mercy nnd 
truth a.s precious virtues.
HI.OW MINUTE MEN
WASHINGTON ■ (A P)-It took 
Uileve.s about one minute Diurs- 
day to break, Into a fur shop, take 
$15,000 worth of mink enat.i and 
stoics, and disappear. Police In a 
.squad car nrrlvi'd one minute 
after the autoninlic alarm went 
off. Diey said one of the stripped 
niniiiiequlns was still wobbling In 
the window nnd a display sign 
was still moving.
^ inim  tx itwi u oeuii|[\uic ii iiuiieiin
JfbjjTn price, 3 cenii. cami^litn. scotfea at the iwll-tak-
llie Kelowna territory to receive 
awards.
30 YEARS AGO 
November, 1028
The' most poindnr cvbnt of the 
si'oson took place on till? evening 
of Thursday last, when over 400 
people gathered at the Scout Hall 
to enjoy the fourteenth nnnunl 
.ball of the Kelowna  ̂Volunteer 
Fire Brigade.
40 YEARS AGO 
Noyember. IMS
Dr., Knox arrived homo from 
Now York early this week, and 
one of his first duties was to in­
spect Chinatown, wliĉ re ho found 
several cn.scs of Spanish Influ- 
enrn and four deaths from this
SEVEN DIE IN STORM 
MANILA (AP) -  Die Phlllp- 
plnes today counted seven |icr- 
sons dead and four missing and 
prcsumcrl drowned from typhoon Idlscilic, Ho Immediately plnc<:d 
Uirnn. Damage was esUmated all ft TinroMlno on uvery house in 
10,000.000. I Chinatown.
, -  " V ' ■ \  ' ", ;
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first
Then if your Courier is not 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TFXEPHONE
RUDY'S TAXI 
2610, s  ̂ ■
And n copy will be 
despatched to yo^ at once
Tblf ipeclal delivtcfy acrvlce 
Is nvnllnlile nightly between 
7t00 p.ro, and 7t?0 p.in,
Vr,"
E. J. FRIESEN S. E. ASHLEYH. W. THOMSON
Imperial Bank of Canada announcoa tho Board of Directors haa elected Mr. K. J. Frlcson n
Director, and a Vico-Pr«ildent of tho Bank.
Mr. IL W. Thomson, formerly AiaiaUnt General Manager, haa been appointed General
Manager of tho Bank succeeding Mr. FrleaeiT. \
Mr. S: E. Aflhioy, formerly Manager, Toronto Branch, haa been appointed an Aaalatant 
Gcheral Manager with Ileadquartera In Toronto. \
1 ’ ■ ' i 1 . li ' ' ■ I ■’
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Special FFV W U  Convention Called To 
Transfer To CLC-Chartered Local
"We want everyone to partici­
pate," said Mr. Kancster.
SOMEONE HAD SENSE OF HUMOR
Okanagan apples are no I cd this banner on the B.C. Tree i tical Jokes. Considerable dam- 
loneer "red" Hallow'cen prank- Fruits building. Unfortunately age was done in Kelowna and 
sters with an unusual sense fun-roving children did not con- | district over Hallowe’en, 
of humor Friday night erect- ' fine all their efforts to prac- I —Courier staff photo
Bojey, Five Other Men Go On Trial 
On Bomb Charges A t Vernon Nov. 12
A special convention of the,standing could be allowed to take ted by the local, giving him vot 
Federation of Fruit and Vege- part but any worker now under ing privileges, 
table Workers’ Unions has been the check-off needs only to sign 
called for Saturday, Nov. 22, at an application card to be accep- 
Penticton. j
Purpose of the special conven-J 
tion is to consider constitutional' 
amendments which will clear the! 
way for transfer of the fedora-j 
tion and its locals into a Cana-1 
dian Labor Congress-qhartered 
local. I
A. L. Kanester, business agent 
for the FFVWU, said that spec-i 
ial meetings of all federation! 
locals w'ill be held immediately) 
to consider the matter of merg-| 
ing with the CLC and to elect 
delegates to the special conven­
tion.
Members of the federation’s 
executive council recently decid­
ed to support the move into the 
CLC, believing that the interests 
of all concerned will be served 
best by this move, which, it is 
hoped, will bring peace to the 
labor scene in the fruit and vege­
table industry.
MEMBERS WANTED 
In a recent series of open 
meetings held under CLC spon- 
sorshio, indications were that the 
majority of workers supported 
the move to merge with the CLC.
Mr. Kanester said that in all 
the forthcoming matters only 
federation members in good
Left Hand Turns 
May Be Allowed
VERNON—Vernon city council 
is in process of amending its traf­
fic bylaw which will prohibit left 
hand turns at the Barnard Ave­
nue traffic lights on tlic 32nd and 
30th Streets intcrscction.s — be­
tween 11:30 a.m, and 1.30 p.m. 
and 4 to 6 p.m. on weekdays, and 
from 11:30 a m. to 1:30 p.m., and 
4 to 9 p.m. on Saturdays.
These hours were agreed upon 
after hearing a petition signed 
by 10 members of the Vernon 
Automobile Dealers’ Association.
The pro|H)sal advanced by the 
city council’s traffic committee 
is an endeavor to speed up the 
traffic flow.
The amended bylaw received 
three'readings last week; the 
final reading will be givdn at tht 
next council mceling.
Curling Ladies Eleĉ  
New Club Officers
VERNON — Mrs. Catherine 
Barnard has been named presl- 
jdent of Vernon Ladie.s' Curling 
Club. Vice-president, Mrs. Shir- 
lley Munk; secretary. Mrs. Enid 
I Nelson; treasurer, Mrs. Jean 
i August.
Retiring president !s Mrs. 
MjTtle Lew’ers. Directors arc: 
M r s. Marjorie Bishop, Mrs. 
Helen Anderson, Mrs. Jessie 
Harwood, Mrs. Ruth Russle, Mrs. 
Adcle Sullivan. The club plans to 
start activities in the Vernon 
Curling Club rink this w’cek.
Bombing cases, already pre-.not disposed of within the three-110, with civil and divorce actions 
faced by preliminary hearings in week time limit, they will be | first, to be followed by the crim- 
Kelowna, will take up much of held over to the spring assizes inal docket, which is expected to
the criminal docket of the fall 
assizes of the Supreme Court of 
B.C., which begins at Vernon 
next week,
^  Six men, who were arrested in 
the Kelowna area during the 
summer after bombing incidents 
are to be tried.
Latest to be added to the trial 
list is 19-year-old Harry Bojey, 
who was blinded in the August 13 
explosion at McKinley Landing 
that took the ’life of his compan­
ion, Philip Pereveresoff, 20.
Elojey is charged with rnaking 
an explosive substance with in­
tent to cause serious damage to 
property.
BOMB CONSPIRACY
The other five are charged with 
conspiracy to make an explosive 
substance with intent to cause an 
explosion that was likely to cause 
serious damage to property. They 
sre*1 J6hn Antifeaff, 24; George Woy- 
^ kin, 22;-John Nazaroff, 21; Sam
Konkin, 28, and his brother, Alex 
26 All were arrested at or near 
Winfield after the late June rash 
of bombings and attempted bomb^
ings. ,
Most serious damage from an 
explosion at that time was caus­
ed to the men's beer parlor of a 
Kelowna hotel. .
All five men are out on bail 
of $10,000 each.
, TIGHT SQEEZE ^
* With only three weeks alloted 
to the judge to conclude the asizes 
it will mean a tight squeeze to 
i  get all the cases completed.
One case already has been set 
down. It involves a Penticton man 
charged with criminal negligence 
ari.sing out of a traffic accident, 
if the cases on the docket arc
The fall assize opens November begin around Nov. 12.
CLEANEST WINDOWS IN TOWN
Soaping Pair Prefer Washing 
To Spending Night In Lockup
(Special to The Daily Courier) Apart from a number of petty 
> iv -I - _• ,! comolaints resulting from Hal- 
VERNON-A youth and a over-exuberance, there
V A w3s nothing Tcported of serious
10:30 p.in nature in Vernon Friday night.
three urhi>n an^old detachment of theon the Lumby road when an^oldj^ was out in full force to
rn^el off any large-sized troubleriding overturned, wreckmg the
auto. year.
Numerous young callers asked 
householders for the usual trick 
or treat.
Two 20-year-old youths spotted 
by the police at 3 a.m., Saturday, 
.soaping windows on Barnard 
Ave., were given the choice of 
spending the re.st of the night in 
jail or washing the windows. They 
chose the latter.
Cold and weary when they fin­
ished, the youths were allowed 
to go.
Result: Tw'o chilly young men, 
but the shiniest windows in town 
Saturday.
RCMP, investigating the acci­
dent, said no other car was in­
volved. The pair were taken to 
Jubilee hospital for treatment.
W ork Bees For 
Legion Opening
New High School 
Plans Discussed 
At Area Parley
OYAMA—A well attended meet­
ing of the Qualified voters of 
School District 23, Oyama area, 
was held here. Mr. H. Thomson 
was elected chairman of the 
meeting with Mrs. G. ’Tucker 
acting as secretary. Mr. Art 
Pollard, board member, and Mr, 
,F. Macklin, secretary of district 
23. represented the school board,
Mr. H. Thomson and Mrs. G. 
Pothecary Jr. were re-elected as 
local representatives.
Blueprints for the new Junior- 
senior high school in Wint'eld 
were shown and discussed. Vot­
ers were assured that students 
would have all the same facili­
ties that they now have at Rut­
land and that the bus for the 
elementary school would be con­
tinued.
Mr. Schunaman presented a 
list of improvements he would 
like seen done to the Oyama 
school. The main improvement in 
the last year was a completely 
new lighting system throughout 
the school.
W H A T'S  IN IT?
By John Dyck of Dyck’s Drugs
What’s in the prescription you had filled last 
week’.’ No matter whether it’s a liquid, a tablet or 
a capsule it embodies a science which is older 
than history itself. The earliest writings referring 
to treatment of illness indicate that man’s destiny 
of which health is of major importance, was 
governed by the stars. Then it goes on to herbs 
and shrubs, and how in due time teas and infus­
ions were made of them. During the last century 
the active ingredients have been isolated from 
the earlier crude drugs. At the present the active 
ingredients are changed through chemical pro­
cesses to give todays and tomorrows effective 
medio^tions. You can then well realize that to­
day’s prescriptions contain products which arc 
far more effective, far more specific, than the 
primitive herbal preparations—as a matter of 
fact the principals involved in today's medica­
tions actually approach the complex chemical re­
actions of your body.
Let it suffice to say that your prescription 
contains the result of thousands of years of pro­
gress in this field of science.
3rd in a series appearing in this paper eaeh Monday
P A R A M O U N T
MONDAY, TUESDAY — NOVEMBER 3 ■ 4
Companion Feature at 8:20 only
___ .JEFFREY HUNTER
NIGEL PATRICK - ANNEMARIE DURINGER
Evening Shows at 7:00 - 8:20
COMING
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Nov. 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 







C K O V
8 .00  P.AA.
PEACHLAND — Canadian Le­
gion, Branch 69. has made ar­
rangements to hold work parties 
at the Legion Hall, as often as 
possible, so that the hall will be 
ready for occupancy by Nov. It. 
Plans were discussed for hold­
ing a social evening in the hall 
on that date, for ex-service men 
and their wives.
L. B. Fulks volunteered to con­
vene the sale of poppies Nov. 8, 
soliciting the help of some of the 
elementary school children in 
this effort. Poppy wreaths have 
been sold to the business firms in 
the district.
BRIGHT COLORS
Male butterflies are usually | 
brighter in color than the fe-l 
males of the same species.
BOYD
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
MON., TUES., WED. 
NOV. 3, 4, 5
Suspense Melodrama
"NIGHT OF THE 
HUNTER"
will! Robert Mitcluim and 
Shelly Winters
COMING
TIIUR., FRI„ SAT. 
Nov. 6, 7, 8
Romantic comedy in color
"HOW TO MARRY 
A MILLIONAIRE"
wilh Marilyn Munroe, Belly 
Grable and Lauren Ikicall




COPENHAGEN (AP) — Sear­
ing death rays of H-bomb energy 
may be a future answer to en­
emy long-range missiles, says Dr.
E. Saenger, a Qerman rocket ex­
pert.
"Direct the huge release of nu­
clear energy from a controlled H- 
bomb reaction in an aimed jet 
similar to the flame from a rocket 
exhnu.st and you have a lethal ray 
of devastating effect, which can 
submit any aerial device to such 
intense heat that it will be de­
stroyed immediately," Saenger 
said in an interview,
"Such a high - energy beam of 
electromnRnctic heat and light 
wave.s, releasing all the fury of 
tile H-bomb, is. broadly speaking, 
a nuclear rocket turned into nu 
clear ray cannon,"
Saenger is here ns a, lecturer 
to the NATO advisory group for 
ncronnuticnl research and devel­
opment. Ho emphasized that de­
velopments In this field are still 
at a very early stage.
"It will be necessary to create 
a controlled H-bomb energy r re­
lease which takes place not in­
stantaneously In an explosion,'but | 
in a burst which will last a mat-1 
ter of perhaps a few seconds. ' 
"The physical foundations for 
such a nuclear reaction are only 
now be.lng worked out,"
N O W ! F r o m  G e n e r a l I n s u r a n c e  
C o m p a n y — O n e  o f  C a n a d a ’ s  m o s t  
p r o m in e n t  in s u r a n c e  f i r m s :
Mr, Robert DoMarn of DeMara h Sons—Insurance, 45.'5 
Lawrence Ave,, Kelowna, Is pictured above, presenting the 
first "Safeco" Auto Insurance policy Issued in Kelowna, to 
Mr, R, S. Haskins, well known local school teacher.
"Safeco" Auto Insurance is a new Inovntlon for Canadian 
"snie" drivers. Premiums are usually lower than those charged 
by most of other insurance companies, Policies arc issued on 
a .sIk months term, rather than the usual one year term, and is 
continuously in force. Safeco insures only careful drivers, losses 
are fewer and the saving arc awarded pollcyholder.s in the form 
of lower premiums.
"Safeco" is Ainerlca's fastest growing Auto Insurance Co. 
It has compiled a growth record unmatched in the history of 
Automobile Insurance. Founded by the General Insurance Co, 
of America in October 19,’i3, Safeco now write,s over $23,000,- 
000,00 in iircmiums annually. Never before has such a money 
saving Idea caught hold so rapidly with the insurance buying 
public.
-^Advcrtlsemcnl
A u to  i n s u r a n c e  f o r  “p r e f e r r e d  r i s k ” d r i v e r s
Here ia tomorrow's insurance today...designed especially for the needs of Canada's careful drivers.
ARE YOU A "PREFERRED RISK"?
Preferred risks are careful, responsible persons who take pride in their possessions and recognize their obligations 
to society. These careful drivers have fewer accidents. Through this selective system, SAFECO offers responsible 
persona the finest auto insurance anywhere...and at savings!
YOU SAVE WITH SAFECO!
You save through SAFECO’a modern, efficient business methods, too. Preferred risk policyholders have saved 
millions of dollars with General of America Companies. Along with these savings, you get fast, fair claim 
service—in Canada and the United States.
Call your local, professional SAFECO agent, now. He is fully qualified to give you sound counsel on this 
' money-saviog preferred risk insurance.
S E E  O R  C A L L  Y O U R  A G E N T  N O W !
l«cAfl 
•-NOkI ••II . . 
(CilwhNil
A R i  M l .
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 23
(KELOWNA)
Tnk«t notice that the Annual Mcclin|>!i of qualilicd voters 
of the scVcntl iSchool Attendance Areas will be held as 
(ollows;
. J S Y S ?
Wlwn lK«y H« bmibM by btdiulw, 
IM  Urad m l,
Buny, m ny wMMn hvn la DmU'i  
Kktr̂ v Pffli. Tlwiw tondaUftt ba 
c«umkI by iK t i i  add* and waataa\ln 
Iba aftitm and Dadd’a Kklnty,Palt 
llimuUla lha hldn*|a and aid lhair 
naoriul a<lianaf rtmnmi Ibtia a im a  
add  ̂'and Maatta. Ibwi lila atama 
bdiblff, batiMwatb li|hlMt Why dm’l 
|a ia ,^ lfy  Daddral '«
Area Place ot McHIpr Date ( m 8)
[.nhevlew nnd Bear Creek Lakcvlcw School* Monday, Nov. 3
Woodlnwu and ^
Five Bridges Raymcr Ave.
School Tuesday, Nov. 4
Benvoulln School Wednesday, Nov. 5
Ohanagnn Mission School Tliursdny, Nov. 0
All Mcelingii Will Commence at 8 o'clock p.m.'
F. Macklin, Sccrctnrj’-Trcasurcr,
IK)ARD OF SCHOOL'TRUSTEES 
SCHOOL DISimCT No; 23  ̂^






PHONES 2156 -  2132̂
POPE & LITTLE—’Insurance & Real Estato 2907 30th (l̂ vc.-—Phone Vernon 3162
S a f o o o  I n e u r a n o e  C o .  o f  A m o r l o a  T j ,  V * ’
Head Office for Canada Vancouver, li.C. ,
B rn n th  an d  Bcrvko office#; T’oronl®* Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Vernon. Victoria,
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|$P(Ntni6HT
The Name Of The 'Packers' 
Has Been Taken Loosely
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Coarler Ssorto Cdltar)
You’ve heard the story of the "ten Little Indians."
Well, in the niodern version of the story there were 15 
little hockey players, and then there were few. That’s how it 
w'as yesterday at the Memorial ‘ Arena, when the Packers 
were supposed to play the Okanagan All-Star.s.
The arena was crowded with people, but the visitors* 
dressing room only contained Penticton Vs coach Pat Coburn 
and fix players he had brought with him. The players from 
Vernon and Kamloops were absent, with two exceptions.
Bob Dawes had come down from Kamloops on his own, 
after he learned that Ken McKenzie had made no arrange­
ments for anyone to come to the game. Dawes even went so 
far as to phone mo.st of the boys, and offer to give them a lift 
down If they wished to come.
Vernon's Tom Stecyk was also present, but he Is slated to 
play with the Packers on the tr.; . As far a.s anly other plavcrs 
were concerned, George Agar simply refusedi to contribute 
them.
This Is the reason why people saw a number of the Pack­
ers playing a team half composed of Penticton players and 
half composed of Packers, rather than the Packers playing 
the all-stars they had honed for.
It was unfortunate, but not of the Packers’ doing.
IN THIS HESPECT, SUNDAY’S fiasco was like a lot of 
things that have happened in the past few weeks—unfortunate, 
but not of the Packers’ doing.
In fact, the reason for Sunday’s jamboree itself was bc- 
cau.se the civic fund-raising committee had found it imtxi.ssible 
to raise the necessary amount of money to pav the Packers’ 
contingent expenses on their tour overseas. They came out 
and made some pretty rash statements about the oeoole of 
Kelowna letting them down, and yet they hadn't actually ap­
proached the people—simply a few business men who gave 
them a bad time.
When they actually w’ent to the people, through the 
medium of the players, whom one of the members of the com­
mittee described as disliked by the people, the rank and file 
came through with wonderful enthusiasm. They put the fund 
right over the top.
But as far as the hockey club itself was concerned, it was 
simply another headache in a period that already has more 
than its share of them. As if the last-minute preoarations were 
not hectic enough, the club was forced to get the players out 
at a time when they had things to do with their family, both 
for the act of ticket selling and for the game.
To have to take abuse for the game’s conduct on top of 
that is pretty tough.
THIS HOCKEY GAME IS NOT AN ISOLATED Instance 
either. There has been a number of things happen during the 
past few weeks, in the name of the hockey club, that have 
caused a number of people to become unhappy w'ith the name 
‘‘Packers.’’ and without foundation.
During the next few days, we w’ill discuss some of them, 
clearing up points about:
1) Player personnel. For the average fan who believes that 
the hockey club had the entire sav in choosing the personnel 
for this trip, there may appear to have been some strange 
things done.
2) Method of solicitation. Small businesses and private In­
dividuals who were never canvassed feel that the ‘‘hockey 
club” was slack in their job. whereas the fund raising was 
taken out of their hands in order to give them a better op-
• portunity to build a strong contender.
In fairness to the real fans, the people who bought those 
3,000-<^d tickets and gave all those spontaneous donations, 
we will explain the background of a lot of things they have 
found puzzling during the course of the past few weeks, and 
sincerely hope it will enlighten them.
P.\RT OF GEORGE AGAR’S MIFF came about as the 
result of Saturday night’s hockey game, when he was beaten 
5-2 by the Packers. He felt that they shouldn’t have used a 
couple of the players they had brought in to have a look at as 
prospects for the trip overseas.
The actual fact of the matter, however. Is that the OSHL 
has an agreement among its four clubs that they do not ques­
tion each other’s personnel for the first few weeks, giving the 
clubs a chance to look at the prospects, and try various play­
ers out in league play before they settle on their roster.
In previous years, Agar has taken full advantage of this, 
and even this year, when he had a dearth of prospects, he 
has passed 18-20 players through his hands, including his pres­
ent roster, before settling on the players he intends to use.
Owner Ken McKenzie, up in Kamloops, has gone through a 
full .team or more so far, as he tried to find the combination 
that would win him some hockey games.
In view of this agreement, one which came Into force 
when Agar was also team manger and sat in on the executive 
meetings of the league, the protest of Saturday night’s game 
seems to be a ridiculous gesture, certainly not aimed at fos­
tering better relations within the league structure.
Similar to refusing to send players here yesterday.'
Racked-Up Bruins 
A ct Like Champs
There’s an odor of antiseptic] Eric Nesterenko, Earl Balfour 
and arnica wafting into the nos- and Tod Sloan made it 4-0 for 
trils of the Montreal Canadiens' the Hawks before Montreal came | 
and the kingpins of the National back with goals by Jean Guy Tal- 
Hockey League must be getting bot and Dickie Moore, 
nervous. i ’The crowd howled at Plante
The aroma is coming from the when he went to the corner for 
splints and bandages of Boston; the puck and tried to shoot it to 
Bruins, the lurching cripples of | the far side of the rink behind 
the NHL. who won two games the goal. He goofed and hit the 
during the weekend to extend: far side of, the cage. Balfour 
their unbeaten string to five and! popped it in
move within a ixiint of the first- 
place Habs.
But it cost them.
In Toronto Saturday, it was Tim 
Horton’s first goal of the season, 
with less than four minutes left.
Packers Point Pad
Departure
L Pts. On Sunday, they said farew'ell sandwich session on •  goal by parture date from Vancouver set 
2 20 to a capacity house in the Mem-jjirn Middleton. [for Thursday.
5 10 orial Arena with an exhibition’SWAPPED GOALS 1 Coach O’Reilly Is making no
6 8 match that saw the all-stars, j fj^ai frame the clubs convinced
8 4 comprised largely of Packers,!snapped goals, with George Agar ^^at his club can give « good ac-
Packers i boat the Packers 5-3. |an(j sherm Blair scoring for Ver-
wound up their league games by Saturdays game was a free-j non and Moe Young, Jack Lan- 
beating the Vernon Canadians 5-21 wheeling affair, with the Pack-1 den replying for Kelowna, 







Already suffering from the loss which gave Leafs their win over
of Doug Mohns and Bronco Hor-1 Rangers. Billy Harris, with his. . , , . , j  u ,, c -,u j  ^  - — - - r ........ ............ - r - -
vath—both out with broken jaw.s— first of the season, Bobby Pulfordi]^*"^ league stand-;by Harry Smith and Gerry tested the match as the result of
they lost Leo Labine and Norm ’ and Ron Stewart also scored forl'*’^*' ithen taking a 3-0 lead m the contention that the Packers
Johnson in Saturday’s game with I Leafs. A n d y  Hebenton, Andy 
Detroit Red Wings-. Johnson suf-1 Bathgate and Jim Bartlett scored 
fered a charlcyhorse and Labine! for New York.
w e e k e n d  'action   ̂RANGER NEMESIS
'The weekend action went this 
way;
Saturday, Bo.ston played ho.st to 
Detroit, winning 3-1; visiting Chi­
cago Black Hawks knocked off 
Montreal 4-2 and Toronto Maple
Gordie Howe, a Ranger nemesis, 
ignited Detroit Sunday night by 
scoring his fourth goal of the sea­
son—all four were against New 
York—in the first period. Wings 
were never headed. Rookie Char-
Leafs edged New York rangers 4-3 Burns made it 2-0 and dc-
In Toronto.
Bfjston invited Toronto Into 
their parlor Sunday night and 
blanked them 2-0. Detroit edged 
Rangers 2-1 in New York.
’Die only goal scored against 
Boston’s Don Simmons in the 
Saturday game came on a Norm 
Ullman shot which bounced off 
Simmons’ shoulder and into the 
net. ’The Bruin goals came from 
Johnny Bueyk, Jim Morrison and 
Jerry Toppazzini.
Eddy Litzenberger scored his 
100th NHL goal in Montreal Sat­
urday and it came in handy as 
Chicago snapped their six-game 
winlcss streak. Jacques Plante, 
Montreal’s w a n d e r  ing goalie, 
drew boos for lacklustre play.
fcnccman Lou Fontinato .saved 
the shutout by grabbing New 
York’s only counter.
All the scoring was in the sec­
ond Dcriod in Boston last night. 
’The Bruins struck twice within 39 
seconds — Toppazzini again and 
Real Chevrefils doing the sniping. 
Toronto’s Johnny Bower was hot 
in a losing cause, turning in a 
total of 36 saves.
The weekend action left Mon­
treal atop the standings with 16 
txiints, uncomfortably ahead of 
Bo.ston with 15. Detroit, tied with 
Chicago on Saturday, moved info 
third place alone with 12 points, 
Chicago is fourth with 10 points, 
one ahead of New York. Toronto 
is last with six.
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
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KAMLOOPS (CP)
Chiefs took their second 
nine Okanagan Senior Hockey
Football Sked For W IFU 
Winds Up In Record Style
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Records were eclipsed Satur­
day as the 16-game Western In­
terprovincial Football Union sea­
son came to a close.
Final standings found Edmon­
ton Eskimos, who bowed 28-14 to 
Saskatchewan Roughriders in an 
afternon game, out of first 
place for the first time in five 
years. Eskimos were runners-up 
to Winnipeg Blue Bombers, who 
defeated British Columbia Lions 
24-14 at Vancouver Saturday 
night.
Bombers finished the season 
with 26 points, Eskimos with 19.
Eskimos m e e t  Roughriders, 
who ended in third spot with 16 
points, in a total-point, semi-final 
playoff series which begin Sat­
urday in Regina and winds up 
Tuesday, Nov. 11, in Edmonton.
Calgary Stampeders missed the 
playoffs by three pints with 13 
and Lions were a poor last with 
six. B.C. set a WIFU record by 
losing 10 straight early in the sea­
son.
were using “illegal” players, but 
league president had not yet re­
ceived the official protest and 
money yesterday.
Coach Pat Coburn also pro­
tested his game in Kamlops, on 
the grounds that the timekeeper 
had released men from the pen­
alty box and the referee ruled 
them as coming on the ice il­
legally, nullifying goals.
Coach Jack O'Reilly had not 
released his player line-up for 
the Russian lour at press time 
today, but had said tentatively 
that he would probably take all 
of the members of last year’s i 
western Canadian championship | 
team, with the possibility of one’ 
exception. I
There will still be one or two|
I problems, however, which mayi 
I not be resolved until the club has 
i passed through Toronto and heard 
, ,  , , Ithc words of the CAHA heads.!
Kamloops and a minor to Penticton goalie|s^,ijstitute goalie Marvin Ed-! 
win in'Booo Zanier. i wards is supposed to join the
The Vs sent the puck past;packers in ’Toronto, and onej
ill have to 
CAHA. !
Chiefs Grab Second Win 
Over Third-Place V s
count of themselves In their tour, 
ewn though they are not a high- 
priced aggregation of stars.
GOOD SENIOR CLUB
“They’re just a darn good sen*' 
lor ’A’ hockey club,” he said yes­
terday. “And If they turn out the 
hockey they are capable of, they 
will give a good accounting of 
themselves."
The Packers will be absent 
from Canada until Nov. 25, and 
play their first game back in 
the league against Vernon on 
Nov. 28 at Kelowna. During their 
trip, they will meet two or three 
Canadian teams on the west 
coast 1 Chilliwack, Kerrisdale and 
possibly Powell River); four 
games in Sweden, and five In 
i Moscow.
lUlU; \JlVitlI<4K4Ul OL’IIIUI IlUCrvCYir,. , ,, *,, . •. »•»
leaeoP starts Saturday when’ pl ayer’s eligibility wLeague starts Saturday when ^nnutes later but no goal was j be weighed on by the 
they beat Penticton V s 5-3 m a scored as V’s Warren Hicks had’ 
loose contest that saw two Pen-:stepped out of the penalty box. 
ticton “goals” nullified. putting too many men on the
ice. Minutes later V’s thought 
they had scored again but a 
referee’s whistle had blown.
Chiefs outshot V’s 39-34.
Panic All Over For Argos 
As Larks Bounce Them Out
By JACK SULLIVAN
Canadian Press Staff Writer
The panic sca.son in the Big 
Four, Football Union has ended.
The finale was staged at Var­
sity Stadium In Toronto Saturday 
where Montreal Aloucttc.s buried 
nil Argonaut hopes of a place in 
the three-team playoffs with a 
resounding 44-7 victory. Ottawa 
Rough Riders made sure of Tor­
onto’s last-place finish with n 
14-8 d e c i s i o n  over Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats at Ottawa,
Now, with one game remaining 
In the 14-game schedule. Riders 
and Alouettos will meet in a 
Kudden-doath semi-final Wednc.s- 
day, Nov. 12, n ie  winner takes 
on Ticut.s in a home-and-homc 
total - jKilnt final .scries Nov. 15 
and 22 to decide the East's rep­
resentative in the Grey Cup (Inal 
nt Vancouver a week later. 
L A R G E  CROW D
A crowd of 26,813, the largest 
In the history of Eastern Canada 
profes.slonal football except for 
the Grey Cup final, watched Ar- 
 ̂ gonnuts himble, stumble and 
gcnernlly put up feeble resis­
tance agaimst the blazing hot 
Als, Ironically enough, it was 
the club’s farewell appearance nt 
Varsity n f̂tcr making the north- 
rentral park its homo stand for 
more than 50 years.
Next year Argonauts play home 
gmne.s nt the lakcfrqnt Exhibition 
Stadium,
Argonauts started tlie panic sen- 
fon a month ago with a 37-0 
tumpthg over Tlcats, Tliey fol­
lowed with lopsldwl two victories
P IC K  CONDUCTOR  
HAMILTON (CP) -  Hnmtlton 
Phllhnrmonlc Orchestra will seek 
a new conductor from three of 
Canada’s most promising mnes 
tiw . TTie three, Leonard Pearl 
man of Winnl|H<g, Dryden Tliom- 
son, music director at McMnster 
University; Hamilton, and Victor 
Dibello of ‘*I\)ron(o, will Imi guest 
conductors for three concerts 
during the fall and winter,'Tliey 
will apr^ar Nov, 25. Febi 11, and 
ApHl 15. They wero selected 
irom 22 applicants.
over the Riders for four victories 
in 12 games.
But up to Saturday only the 
Tients were assured of a play­
off spot. Argonauts wore In last 
place, two iTolnts behind Riders 
and throe in arrears of the Als 
with two games remaining. 
SOLID DEFENCE
The Als' Sam Etcheverry, 
backed up by a solid defence, 
piled up a 26-0 half-time lead, 
Ronnie Knox, the poem-wrltlng 
quarterback on loan from Chi­
cago Bears, clicked on 14 of 25 
passes but many wero despera­
tion throws ns the Als barged In 
to dump him or force him to 
hurry hi.s tosse.s.
They scored five touchdowns, 
three on passes from Etcheverry, 
He caught Red O’Quinn with two 
and Bill Bewley with the other, 
Pat Abbruzzi and Etcheverry 
scored touchdowns on ground 
plays, Bewley added five con­
verts, two field goals and a 
single and Etcheverry added two 
single-s.
Montreal turned two Toronto 
pass Interceptions, a wild Intend 
and a blocked kick into touch­
downs. Ip addition, a Knox fum­
ble recovered by Jim Miller, 
paved the way for one of Bew- 
lev's plneiMnents,
TORONTO SCORES 
With five minutes remaining In 
the game and Mohlrcal playing 
10 Canadians, Dave Matin swept 
around the M'xdreal left side for 
a touchdown, converted by Vie 
Kristopaitls, Tlie score, was set 
up when Arvyd Bimtlns blocked 
an Etcheverry kick at the, Mont- 
repl 20,
Finn teen thousand fans at Ot­
tawa watched Canadian quarter­
back Russ Jackson set up two 
touchdowns for  ̂the Ottawa trl 
iimph. He pass<;d to Mack Yoho 
for one touchdown and rnlernlled 
to Bobby Judd for a 15-yard end 
run for the other. Yoho also 
kicked n convert nn<l a single. 
Quarter Bcrnle Faloney tossed 
R touchdown pass to Raul' Dek- 
ker for Ticnls’ touchdown. Don 
Snthfrln and Cam Fraser liootcd 
sinale jwlnt.i. '
The .schedule winds up next Sal 
urday with Tbmnto at,Montreal 
and Ottawa at llamlitoa.
TWO NEW MARKS
Roughrider’s Jack ’'Hill and 
Johnny Bright of Edmonton set 
new season marks for scoring 
and rushing Saturday.
Hill scored 16 points for a to­
tal of 145 in 16 games, smashing 
the mark of 131 set in 1957 by 
Winnipeg’s Gerry James. The 
import from Utah State, a Sas­
katchewan sophomore who can 
kick, catch and run, amassed a 
season’s total of 16 touchdowns, 
36 converts, four field goals and 
one .single.
Fullback Bright compiled 1,722 
yards rushing during the season, 
119 of them Saturday, to crack 
hi.s 1957 record of 1,679.
Be.sides Hill’s two touchdowns 
and four converts Saturday, Ken 
Carpenter and homebrew full 
back Vic Marks also scored 
Rughridcr TDs.
LAST PLAY
Jackie Parker converted both 
Eskimos touchdowns, scored by 
Bright and Don Getty, who went 
all the way as quarterback. 
Getty's TD chine on the last 
play.
It was a costly victory for Ri­
ders. Bnckfield star Mike Rngler 
was carried off in the third quar­
ter with a badly wrenched knee. 
It WHS not known if he will be 
able to play Saturday.
'I’lie speedy halfback had bro­
ken the WIFU punt returns rec­
ord ()f 0.34 yards by a healthy 
105 yards b e f o r e  Saturday’.s
game. His season’s total has not 
yet been compiled.
Rollie Miles of Eskimos ended 
the season with 10 pass inter­
ceptions, although he didn’t grab 
any Saturday, for a new mark 
in that department. The old rec­
ord of eight was held by former 
Eskimo Rupe Andrews and Ri­
ders’ Butch Avinger and Stan 
Williams.
EASY WIN
Riders won easily with two con­
verted touchdowns in both the 
first and last quarters. Eskimos 
notched TDs in the second and 
final quarters. The third was 
scoreless.
Riders had 28 first downs, 10 
more than Esks, and had handy 
edges in rushing—330 to 201—and 
passing—280 to 115.
In V a n c o u v e r ,  Bombers 
rambled to victory, leading 10-0 
at the end  ̂of the first quarter 
and 24-14 after the third. The sec­
ond and fourth were scoreless.
Leo Lewis, Ron Latourelle and 
Ernie Pitts had touchdowns for 
Winnipeg and Jim Van Pelt 
booted a field goal and three con­
verts. B.C. t o u c h  downs were 
scored by Rick Kaser and .Ed 
Vereb. Ted Hunt converted both.
A crowd of 18,918 fans, 10,000 
more than attended the Regina 
game, watched Bombers roll for 
25 first downs on 236 yards pass­
ing and 182 rushing. Lions had 
18 first downs, rushed 159 yards 
and passed 178.
Both Kamloops wins have been 
against V’s.
Gerry Prince led Chiefs goal­
getting with a brace while play­
ing coach Billy Hryciuk, Larry 
Berg and rookie Clifford Bristow 
got singles. Lyle Willey, Ed John­
son and Dave Gordichuk scored 
Penticton’s goals.
Until 14:03 of the third period 
only three penalties had been 
handed out. Then Kamloops’ de­
fenceman Ted Lebodia took after 
Lome Nadeau and both started 
swinging, signalling a brawl 
which ended with two five-minute 
fighting penalties to both clubs
NHL LEADERS
Junior High XI 
Valley Champs
The junior high soccer XI 
blanked the Rutland boys on Sat­
urday, and took possession of the 
valley soccer shield.
Following their sweep the prev­
ious week at Summerland, the 
Kelowna boys outclassed Rutland 
in their 3-0 win, and took the 
shield, emblematic of valley sup­
remacy, for the third time in four 
years.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Standing: Montreal, won 7 lost 
3, tied 2 points 16.
Points: Geoffrion, Montreal 15; 
Beliveau, Montreal 15.
Goals: Toppazzini, Boston, 9. 
Assists: Litzenberger, Chicago, 
11.
Shutouts: Plante, Montreal, 2. 
Penalties: F o n t i n a t o ,  New 
York, 35 minutes.
WANTS ALL PACKERS
Coach O’Reilly was positive In; 
his feelings on taking the last- 
year Packers as far as possible, 
however, and said he planned to 
do so, unless his hand was forc­
ed to do otherwise.
The club is slated to play In 
Chilliwack tonight, and in Kerris­






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were In 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them In your 
album.
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Eddie Litzenberger of Chicago 
Black Hawks, whose 100th Na­
tional Hockey League goal helped 
Hawks down Montreal Canadiens 
4-2 Saturday.
Boston’s Jim Morrison, who 
collected a goal and an assist n.s 
Bruins defeated D e t r o i t  Red 
Wings 3-1.
Defenceman Tim Horton of To 
ronto Maple Leafs, whose first 
goal of the season gave Toronto 
n 4-3 victory over Now York 
Rangers.
Goalie Don Simmons of Boston 
Bruins, who turned away 30 shots 
for his first shutout of the season 
Sunday ns Bruins won 2-0 over 
Toronto.
Gordie Howe who Ignited De 
trolt with his fourth goal of the 
season n-s Detroit bent Rangers 
2-1.
This advcriiscmcnl is not published or displnyccl by the U(|uOr 
Control Hoard or byi the Government oi Dritisli Columbia.
NO INSURANCE
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)— Mr. 
and Mrs. Maurice Roberts were 
sitting in church Sunday when a 
latecomer dashed in and shouted 
their house was on fire. About 50 
persons, half the congregation, 
sped half a mile to the scene and 
helped remove most of .the fur­
nishings. Then the Roberts re­
membered their fire insurance 
had just lapsed. They also lost 
$100 that had been hidden under 
a rug.
Seagram's Golden Gtn
This advertisement is not published or displayed by 
the Liquor Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
V
T h e  B a n k  of N d v a  S c o t ia  
b r in g s  yo u  a n o th e r  n e w  s e rv ic e :
' i .
G E T  A B A N K  L O A N  E A S IL Y , 
F O R  A N Y  W O R T H W H I L E  r ^ U R P O S E




Here’s news for you! The Bank of Nova 
Scotia introduces a complete consumer lend­
ing program-rScolia Plan Loans'—designed 
to serve the credit needs of Canadians. This 
means you may borrow quickly, easily, and 
economically!
 ̂  ̂ ....... ^
 ̂ H 0 ro  <ir6 ffie fa e h  obowf Pfan  '
You can get a low  cost Scotia Plan Loan
to  buy a ear or Iruck for, example, lo eoii- 
fiolidatfi debts, to inocl uiicxpeoled expenses 
sueb as tuodical bills . . .  and ibese loans 
will, be life insured  a t no ex tra  cost lo 
you!  S co lia  P la n  includes loans on y o u r  
' sip;uttturc-^vn your home fu rn h tiin g s --a n d  on 
y o u r autpmohilc.
You donT havo to bo a BNS cuftomor lo  
borrow monoy through Scotia Plan*
T h e  B A N K
Repaymont o f yogr Scotia Plan Loan Is 
made convenlont for you. Tbo BNS is us
interested as you aro î n keeping your finances 
on a sound basis. . .  and the monthly deposits 
on your Scotia Plan Ldfin arc tailored to your 
own budget needs, !
Your Scotia Plan Application 1$ handloil 
promptly . . . In most cases, you’ll bavo 
your loan within«24 hours. You’ll bo delight­
ed with the absence of red'tape.
fh o  time to find out about Scotia Plan Ii
NOW , . .W o will bo happy lo discuss a 
Scotia Plan Loan with you. Ju.st visit tbo
i
i SCOTIA P U N  DElPARTMCNT ]
i .
l»i. idl»
o f  any branch of,the BNS. Why n o t corao in  
Boon?
' ", ' , v■ ' I
N O V A  S C O T I A
Mora than 500 branchat a c ro tt Canpda
















PLAN NO. R 5 -I0 8 9  
AREA •. 1088.5 SO, FT.
THE BUILDING CENTRE (B Ci LTD.
PLA(4 s e r v i c e  
VANCO U VER , B .C .
UTILITY 
■ |i 0 X'Z-:








b e d r o o m :^
9 - l O ' X E - O *
T otems 
Coast Loop
By THE CANADIAN PRESS jthe Spokane squad, who share
Seattle Totems forged ahead in j 
the coast division of the Western *' “ -~~'-
Hockey League with a 8-5 win 
over Sixjkane F l y e r s  Sunday 
night.
The game was the only activ­
ity in the league Sunday, follow­
ing a three - game coast and 
prairie schedule Saturday.
Seattle now has a five - point 




Especially suitable for a nar­
row lot—30' is the overall front­
age of this two bedroom non­
basement house. Entry is to the 
side into a living room made 
attractive by the two planters 
and the inside wall fireplace. 
Dining room is shown adjacent 
to the living room, and the ex­
clusion of windows along that 
wall leaves lots of room for 
furniture arrangement. There
is an exceptionally large utility 
room adjacent to the kitchen to 
Include all the laundry require­
ments, and a good size storage 
area is also included. This 
house is practical and “pretty” 
—especially nice for a young 
married couple—or for the 
older couple wishing to retire. 
It has lots of room, and yet 
contains all the elements for 
easy housekeeping.
The Building Editor 
The Dally Courier,
Kelowna, B.C.
[ ] Enclosed please find 25c for which send me Book of Plans 
entitled “SELECT HOME DESIGNS”. (Please make 





NELSON (CP' — Trail Smoke 
Eaters deprived Nelson Maple 
Leafs of sole possession of first 
place in the Western Interna­
tional Hockey League Saturday 
as they smothered goalie George 
Wood with flying rubber to make 
the final score ^3.
Action started early In the 
game with Bob Krom and Er­
nie Sccco getting the Smoke Eat­
er's only points in the first period 
and Steve Malacko scoring for 
Nelson.
The speed of the game increa­
sed as soon as the second period 
started and the Smoke Eaters 
managed to outscorc the game 
Nelson team by two goals to 
make the score 4-1 in their favor.
In the third Gerry Penner and 
Prinio Sccco rcceivi'd the honors 
for the two remaining Smoke 
Eaters goals, while Mickey Mag- 
lio and George Goodwin slammed 
home the rubber for Nelson.
A record crowd for this year 
of 1,248 saw the game.
FOOTBALL STATISTICS
Construction of the huge 
■hopping centre by Capozzi 
Enterprises is well under way.
Located on the Pridham prop­
erty, Harvey Avenue and the 
Vernon Road, the structure will
be completed early next year. 
TOP photo shows workmen 
completing the roof, while
BELOW is a picture of the art-' 
ist's conception of the finished 
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Care Should Be Given
(Last of three articles) 
By MICHAEL UTLEY
being rooted into the ground and 
(growing out of their natural sur 
I roundings. He invented the cor 
In modern architecture we can window tp banish the con- 
pick out Gothic by the ^in tedj^^ . complete enclosure. His 
arch, rib, vault, ^ t t r e s s c s a r e  organic. France's
and vertical character. True mod-] Corbusier and Brazil’s Oscar 
ern buildings, however, arc as
varied as there are functions. 'often employ concrete columns 
Frank Uoyd Wright, foi in- stilts to raise a building off 
■tance, visualizes buildings the ground in order to let space
,and vision flow beneath.
ly conceived design which should 
grow from the very bones of an 
industrial product.
Modern architecture is a new 
sense of shelter for humane or 
refined life; a shelter broad and 
low, thin and tall, roofs of all 
shapes, but always comprehen­
sive shelter., Modern buildings are 
simple and beautiful, as a wild 
flower is simple and beautiful. 
Structure is exposed and treated 
as an architectural part of the
recently installed on our bath­
room floor. What is the best way 
to take care of this?
ANSWER: Rubber tile can be 
cleaned with any mild soap or 
other mild cleaning preparation. 
Be sure to use clean rinsing wa­
ter to pick up what dirt has 
been loosened by the soap or 
cleaner. Never use any wax or 
other floor polishing preparation 
containing oil or any kind.
QUESTION; , We have, a cement 
block foundation to our house 
What kind of paint is used on 
this kind of material?
ANSWER: Use a, cement base 
point. This comes in powder 
form and is mixed with water. 
Follow directions on the label. 
Available at most paint dealers
whole. Openings occur as integral | qj. dealers in masonry supplies, 
features of the structure, and|
COLD THIS WINTER 
DON'T BE CAUGHT
Order best ciuality Douglas 
Fir
Storm Doors . .  . Storm 




T he  bc.st p a in t surface
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
will call, nirasurc and 




for all donic»Uo and 
commercial mlllwork.
745 BAII.ilK AVE. \ 
PHONE .1358
And why not? If a proiDOScd 
building were to normally block 
a spectacular view, why not 
raise it off the ground to exploit 
building and view both? Why 
have a big picture window facing 
a drab, noisy street to shatter 
privacy and sense of shelter when 
the window should logically face 
onto a private rear or side gar­
den in seclusion? , Why build 
stairs and a basement only 20 
per cent used, and rarely at that 
when the equivalent useful space 
is cheaper and more accessible 
on the ground?
SERIES,OF “WIIY8”
Why build split-level houses on 
n flat lot for no better reason 
than to own a split-level? Or why 
build a sprawling ranch typo 
house on a flat platform bull- 
■ dozed out of, a hill.sicle? The two 
nro simply not logical.
Why set a beer-income $14,000 
house
form, if possible, its natural 
ornamentation. Advancing and 
retreating planes and colors are 
utilized in design. Basic forms 
and elements are repeated in 
some order of rhythm, and every 
element of, door or window shape, 
wall texture or color, solid or 
void, is related to the whole by 
proportion, contrast or comple­
ment. ,
Buildings appear to grow easily 
from their site and environment, 
and are shaped to harmonize or 
contrast as necessary. They con­
tain as few rooms as possible, 
and often discard the “room” 
concept altogether in lieu of 
areas only split up as necessary 
by walls of varying heights and 
textures, solid, transparent or 
translucent, .sometimes divorced 
from floor or ceiling, sometimes 
projecting beyond exterior walls 
to form a sheltered patio out­
doors. Modern buildings use the 
cantilever, dome, folded thin 
shell in plastic continuity, Tliey 
use prefabricated or precast mn- 
chlnc-mndo parts.
Why shouldn’t our wnll.s slope 
or curve like our characteristic 
shoreline? Why
FIRST AID TO AILIN G HOUSE
By ROGER C. WHITMAN
QUESTION: Rubber tile was quer has softened, remove it with
steel wool. Wash the area imme­
diately with mild soap and warm 
water; then rinse with clear wa­
ter and wipe dry. Do not allow 
the lacquer thinner or paint re­
mover to remain on the linoleum 
longer than necessary, for such 
liquids may damage the surface. 
When the floor is clean, avoid 
having it walked on for eight 
hours or more. Polish with a good 
grade of wax. Be careful to work 
in a well-ventilated room, with all 
flames extinguished, as both pre- 
arations are inflammable.
POWDERING HOUSE PAINT
QUESTION: The white paint on 
my house seems to come off eas­
ily when it is touched. What cau­
ses it to powder this way? Can a 
new coat of paint be applied over 
it? ,
ANSWER: Paint that powders 
soon after it has been applied isWALLBOARD SEAMS SHOW 
QUESTION: We remodeled, us-|of poor quality: but if the paint 
ing wallboard.s and did the seams 
ourselves. Now the seams show.
The walls have already been 
painted. We are told we didn’t 
have the plastic thick enough.
How can we remedy this?
ANSWER: Probably you didn’t 
reinforce the joints, as this pre­
vents cracking of the joint. You 
should have allowed at least one 
eighth of ah inch between the 
edges of the wallboards, cleaned 
out the joints and size with thin 
varnish and shellac, then refilled 
with plastic paint, mixed thick, 
or cement recommended by the 
manufacturer of the wallboard.
*ITie filled joint should be cov­
ered with a strip of open-mesh 
fabric, a strip of insect screen, 
or a ribbon of heavy perforated 
paper, 2 to 3 Inches wide—press­
ed into the cement. Finish to 
match rest of surface. If the 
wallboard shecLs were butted 
close together, cut out the joints 
to form a V. Nail strips of wood 
over the points one eighth inch 
thick and about 2 inches wide, 




....... . on a clmmpngne-incomei landscape, or
$■1,000 lot? Why do we make our, .shouldn’t we use domes, arches, RUSTY NAILHEADS 
inmiUons .solid from floor-to- pyramids, homlspheros and hy-| (JUESTION: Wo Inivc wnll-
has been exposed to the weather 
for a year or more, the powder­
ing is normal. If the paint film is 
secure and there is no peeling or 
blistering, a chalky surface 
leaves an excellent base for new 
paint. Dust should be, brushed off 
before new paint is aplplied.
INSULATING WATER PIPES
QUESTION: Wo are planning a 
house without a cellar. The wat­
er pipes will be exposed, running 
from kitchen to bath. How can 
the pipes be insulated against 
freezing?
ANSWER; The only positive 
way to prevent water in pipes 
from, freezing to to wrap the 
pipe:!, with an electric heating 
cable. Your plumber or electri­
cal supply man should bo able to 
get this equipnfient for you, Hair 
felt pipe insulation enn be used, 
but when the tompernturc.s arc 
very low and continue for sev­
eral days, frost may penetrate 
and cause water to freeze.
REMOVING PAINT
QUESTION; How can paint 
spots be removed from plastic 
tile?
ing well afterwards, to clean the 
ceramic tile. The brickwork can 
be cleaned with a stiff brush and 
a mechanics’ hand soap contain­
ing sand. Be sure to remove all 
traces of the cleaner by thorough 
rinsing with clear water.
SOILED PLYWOOD CABINETS
QUESTION: I have stained
plywood cabinets in the kitchen 
On the doors, near the handles, 
they are soiled from finger 
marks. How can I clean them so 
as not to hurt the stain?
ANSWER: If the stain is fin­
ished with wax, varnish or shel­
lac, wash with a damp sponge 
and mild soapsuds, rinsing after­
wards with clean water and dry­
ing well with clean cloth. If stain 
is unfinished, try cleaning ob- 
cure corner of cabinet with wall­
paper cleaner—available hard­
ware and paint stores—to see 
the affect on stain. The cleaner is 
a doughlike material; it is rolled 
and kneaded over surfaces, 
never rubbed, and will absorb 
grease and griine. If not success­
ful, make a paste of powdered 
whiting and cleaning fluid (cig­
arette lighter fluid is okay) and 
apply thick layer over stains. 
When dry, brush off, repeating 
treatment if necessary.
By The Canadian Press 
BIG FOUR
W L T F APIs 
Hamilton 9 2 1 268 235 19
Montreal 5 6 1 251 257 13
Ottawa 5 7 0 233 220 12











0 361 182 26
1 312 292 19
2 320 324 16 
1 314 312 13
3 13 0 202 399 6 
NFL
Eastern Conference
lead the prairie teams with a 
two-point margin over Saskatoon 
Quakers.
Saturday’s game.s saw Victoria 
lose 6-1 at Sixikanc, New West­
minster Royals wilt 9-6 before 
Calgary Stami>eders in the Roy­
als’ last game of their prairie 
jaunt, aijd Vancouver Canuck.<5 
play to a 3-3 overtime tie with 
the Quakers at Saskatoon.
FOUR GOALS
Val p-ontevne notched four 
poa's for the Totems Sunday, one 
! fewer than the WHL recorij, held 
by a number of players, 
j The leftwinger tallied once in 
the first period, twice in the sec­
ond and scored again in the final 
frame. Teammates Bill McF'ar- 
land with two. and Tommy Mc- 
Vle, Marc Bollcau and Don Chl- 
upka also scored.
Spokane’s marksmen w'e r e 
Ching Johnson, with a brace, Del 
Toppoll, Lloyd Maxfield and Max 
Mekilok,
Emil Francis In the P'lyers 
cage had a shutout against Vic­
toria Saturday with only 23 sec­
onds remaining. Then Cougars’ 
Don McLeod smashed in the 
puck.
Sixikane’s .scorers were Walt 
Bradley, with a pair, Ching 
Johnson. Bev Bell, Del Toppoll 
and Max Mekilok.
BIGGEST SPREE
Calgary’s 9-3 win over the Roy­
als was their highest scoring 
spree of the season. The Royals 
finished their prairie tour with a 
one-win. three-loss record.
Scorers in the big win were 
Lou Janowski, with two, Aut 
Erickson. Johnny McKenzie, Sid 
Finney. Chuck Blair, Fred Hucul, 
Eddie Dorohoy and Ron Leopold. 
Royals’ scorers were Paul Maz- 
nick, Gene Ubriaco and Dick 
Van Imix;.
Sa.skatoon’s tic with Vancouver 
enabled them to move into sec­
ond place. They had shared third 
spot with the Stnmpedor.s.
Scorers for the Quakers were 
Jackie McLeod. Les Lilley and 
Elliott C h 0 r 1 e y. Vancouver’s 
marksmen were Phil Maloney, 
Jim Powers and Ted Hamp.son.
There is no activity tonight but 
Tuesday sees Vancouver at Cal­







0 192 122 10
0 126 94 8

















0 234 94 12 
0 193 142 8 
0 100 153 6
0 177 168 6
1 109 199 3 
1 132 171 3
NHL BIG SEVEN
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Five weekend games slightly 
scrambled the order of the play­
ers leading the National Hockey 
League scoring race, but none 
were toppled from the top seven.
Montreal Canadians still domi­
nate, with Jean Beliveau now 
sharing the top bracket with 
Bernie (Boom Boom) Geoffrion.
The leaders:
CRACKED CERAMIC PLANTER
QUESTION: Is there any way 
to repair a largo ceramic planter, 
bowl which cracked? I forgot to 
take it indoors last fall and the 
ground in it froze and cracked 
the bowl,
ANSWER: Use ceramic tile ce­
ment, available at most paint, 
hardware stores, and dealers in 
masonry supplies. Follow label 
directions, particularly a s  to  




M. Richard, Montreal 







7 6 13 
3 10 13 
2 11 13 











No Wait For 
Race Gambler
HAVANA (AP) — Gamblers 
who can hardly wait for the next 
race have no problems at the Orl 
eatnl Park track,
Two gambling casinos are oper 
atod at the Marianao track. Bc-
to reflect miri board in our rear hall aaci the,
I.s there.elliiig, and .stop them against perboUc forms , 1 aan iinlside wall? Why do we take | topography, our age of speed and nails are gelling rusty, is llieie 
three m onths to Iniild a house 1 changes, our precision industrial anything we can do to cover tne 
piece Ity piece with hammer, I development? How can "looking 
nail and saw; when three weeks different” conflict will) onrmod- 
will do the job better with moft-lern way of life? 
ern ghilng teehnlque.s, large pro- SENSE OF BEAU'/'Y 
fabricated building parts, preci­
sion mnchlned to fit together 
wilhonl waste?
Why do we confine our shapes 
to vertical walls and flat or 
pitched roofs? Why our reluct­
ance to break with copy-cat 
architecture simply because a 
change might look different?
We are still Infected widit n thing, hot static.
Above all else — integrity,
Buildings, like peo))le, must first
slip-cover elvilizf^tion, and our 
sense of heavily |s a Umid ftttrl- 
hnt(' wlileh dares to offer us 
imitative eosnu'tic skin treatment 
n.s a snbslltuto for the cregtive-
spots be re oved fro  plastic i o ga oung casinos are oper- 
tile’ 
ANSWER: Paint spots can be tween races, and even while the 
removed from plastic tile with hoi'sos are running, there s a 
i» cnliitlr^n nf 1 lini't llUl’O plH.V OH lOUlcltO WllCClS,
not' ?o i se a dice tables, and In blackjack.
LA YIN G  A  FLOOR?
For a Perfect Finish You'll 
Get Best Results If You Sand
Rent Our Rntnd New 
H:OOR SANDKR
1 or spccvl, easc\atul economy
I ' We have a large selection of jmwer 
' twls to renli ,,
INTERIOR guilders MARKET LTD.
Vernon Rnad Kelowna 3236
nulls?
ANSWER; Remove the rust 
\yilh sand|)aper or steel wool. 
Then coat nallhcuds with thinned 
, 1 ,m paint or shellac. Rust Is caused
Modern architecture Is still a m,)lsture. Recommend that 
baby. But a new sense of aw- you find the cause and correct 
thellcs Is already emerging from condition,
genuine examples of modern
nrchltocttire, defining n new REPAIRING ORIENTAL RUG 
beauty as a res\ilt of a ervMvted QUESTION: Can I , repair a
fusion between matter and spirit, small tear In an Oriental rug? 
Architecture Is again becomiugl ANSWER: If the rug Is a good 
an . Integral part of our life; a one, I recommend you taking It
to a professional rng mender 
I consult classified telephfuie dir­
ectory I. If the rug Is worn and 
bo sincere, true hnd honest ex-.n^t gienl vnhie, you may be | 
prcsslons of their functions, Tlicjj'hlo to mend it yoiirself by ajvpb-1 
mere human lives his life and | '"8
soon passes on, but his goodiwio'g side, Avnllnblo at Inost 
buildings remain to talk u b o u t i I 
him long after, because the true I r k m o v in G LACQUER
turpentine <bo sure not to use a 
turpentine substitute which would 
injure tile), and 3 parts rubbing 
alcohol. If flnl.sh is dulled, polish 
with thick paste made of powder- 
c(l chalk and water; then wipe 
with dry clean cloth.
CLEANING FIREPLACE
QUESTION: What homo clean­
ing melh<>«I can I use to clean the 
ceramic tile In front of my flre- 
j)lnce? What should be used to 
clean the red bricks of which the 
fireplace Is made?
■ ANSWER: Wash with n mild 
detergent and warm water, rlns-
............................ m
big  in f l u x
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) 
German officials report 374,000 
Gormans have moved to West 
Germany from non-Gorman east­
ern European countries In the last 
eight years. Of these 330,000 came 
voluntarily and the rest wore ex­
pelled. In addition there arc 3,- 
000,000 refugees from Communist 
East,Germany.
57
i'll cop* with any 
Situation
V/hen you want iprinlloi 
Installation.
M  & S
PLUMBING
HEATING
631 Harvey Phone 4639
Wc complete every Job
RIGHT ON TIME
When lime counts, turn your 
excavating or grading job 
over to an outfit, fully equip­
ped to meet your schedule.
SAND & GRAVEL
J. w. BEDFORD LTD.
“Wc Move the Earth"
2021 STIRLING PLACE 
PHONE 4183
nnture of any historical period 
will show through In Its archi­
tecture, whelhc '̂ this nrchltcctufc 
usues original forms of expres­
sion or attemiit.s to copy forms 
from bygone ages, When our 
spiritual attributes catch up to 
our Industrial ndvnnces, then, and 
only then, will our architecture 
take Us iviace In hisfory with the 
,Greek, the Gothlf amt the Renals- 
sunce, '
ALL-ROUND AUTHOR
Ivan TvirgeaiCv, the Russlnh 
n l̂''■h l̂ 'vho died liv 1883, also 
wrote, critical essays, plays oIhI 
i imeins. . '
QUESTION; Can lacquer thin­
ner be used for removing lacquer 
from linoleum?
ANSWER: l.ncquer thinner
(acetone) or a prepared paint re­
mover can bo used (or lacquer 
remover. Appljf either of these 
liquids on a small section of the 
iinoleum and, ns .soon as the lac-
R. J. WILKINSON
for r.XCAVATING 
Irricallon - •  D ra ln«f* ~  etc.






DON'T G A M B LE... , 
ON FINE WEATHER 
When Ordering CONCRETE
n i: SURE — SPECII Y
CALCIUM CHLORIDE IN THE MIX
• •  #
You Are!
i
Saves time, cuts Betting time from bIx 
hours to two. Job 'completed sooner.
High early strength. Reaches full ntrength 
In half, the time of plain concrete.
Tai„s money tl|Cd up, RpleuscB forms faster 
for qther jobs. ,
Greater final strength. Tests show 
greater strength after five years,, Hardens 
1007c greater than plain concroto,
Reduces cold weather dangers, when you 
order your ready mixed concrete ask for tha 
addition of Calcium ChlcfrWe, the extra
cost is negligible for nefits derived.
BENTALL'S LTD
1139 I’llis Si. Phone 2211
If'gwyiwpŵ.i.
IT WILL BE A ROMANTIC SEASON
HITHER AND YON_______________ Successful PTA Conference Here '
Chaplin, Mrs. A. j . OUcrich z \ Attended By Valley Delegates
fo^attcnd ^***delegatc^^ PTA delegates from Osoyoos toI said Mrs. Uoran. “But,” she
w- î îvna Vi«m#>ntn^ ^ A  the attended a most success- promised, “the final re.suU would





MR. AND MRS. GEORGE 
VAGUE . . . and their four chil-
" 'w r s  *'h ^**t H o ra n  n r n v in e ia l ' K  spoke native. W ho now lives in Toronto.





vice-president, assisted by s of the Kelowna Youth Council 
for the co ast)Mrs. D. \V. Bentley and Mrs. stressed the net>d for a ix'rman
He,
sold Kuinfy Auto Court.
GUEST OF . . .Mr. and Mrs. 
Verne Jeffries. Oxford Avenue, 
Mr. William Kirk of Vancouver 
spent the weekend in Kelowna.
MEXICO CITY . . .  is the des­
tination of Mrs. Daisy Tucker, 
where she will spend the winter 
months, after being a guest at the 
Royal Anne Hotel for some time.
MISS DIANE MOUBRAY . . .  
has returned to Vancouver after 
a visit with her mother Mrs. Ellen 
Moubray. Spending the weekend 
with Mrs. Moubray was her sis­
ter, Mrs. B. Gray of Shuswap, 
and the latter's daughter, Miss 
Joan Gray, who is a nurse at the 
Royal Inland hospital, Kamloops.
MR. AND MRS. GORDON 
POSTON . . . from Spokane were 
in town Iasi week, guests of Mr. 
Poston's sister and brother-in-law 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. J . D. Gemmill. 
Also visiting Col. and Mrs. Gem- 
mill last week were Capt. and 
Mrs. Trevor Bridges, who were 
up from Penticton for the day.
reside, having; Michael Lattey of the provincial
executive, presided over the ses­
sions.
Welcoming the delegates were 
Mr. Gordon Johnson, municipal 
School Inspector, on Ixhalf of the 
Department of, Education; Mr. 
H. C. MacNcill of Peachland for 
the School Board District No. 23; 
and Mr. Hal Odium, president of 
the local Teachers’ Association, 
on behalf of the teachers.
In the afternoon session Mrs. 
H. L.' Horan gave a comprehen­
sive and informative talk on the 
constitution of the Parent-Teacher 
Federation, from the small local 
associations right through to the 
nation-wide Canadian home and 
school organization. Many help­
ful methods of conducting pro­
grams were presented in the 
session on “Programs Need 
Planning."
A discusion of the PTA brief to 
the royal commission on educa­
tion high-lighted the evening ses­
sion. “The task of assembling a 
brief encompassing the opinions 
of 52,000 members in 640 local 
associations scattered throughout 
B.C. is a tremendous effort,”
ent child guidance clinic to be 
establiihed in this valley, and. r  J .L: . Vu .....vj, n slide that went too tar;
stated that the average ciUzenlih,. second. Thur.sdav night, was 
w-as unaware of the dire n e c e s s i t y , . o f  Ixid luck."
of tins service
.successive nights With the Na*
: tional Ballet of Canada.




, in each case. Miss Poi>e re- 
Mrs. Tl̂ oran said that assisting, covei iHl quickly and gracefully, 
and furthering these efforts was A veteran .iancer despite her 
defini^b' within the scope of the • age.—she started at nine — she 
local PTA’ work. took the lead Thur.sday night in
The delegates enjoyed -the en- a new iirixluction of Coppelia and 
tertainment provided by the Don-) Wednesday night was featured in 
alda Sass School of Dancing after ' Res Rendez-Vous,
the banquet.
Mrs. H. W, Chaplin, president, 
and delegates Mrs. A. J. Oiler-, 
ich and Mrs. Eric Tasker, of the j 
Kelowna Elementary PT.\, left
CRITIC COMMENTS
Lauretta Thistle of The Citizen 
described the performance of 
Copoelia as an “undoubted hit." 
“The production moves quickly
Thursday morning to-attend the vivacity. . . “ In all ur-
1958 Eastern Border Conference, i 8unt matters of vivacity and 
The Washington Congress of Par- ^ '^'i^u, the present production is 
ents and Teachers, and the B r i t - huge success.’’ 
ish Columbia Parent - leacher ^hss Pope and Colin Worth 
F'ederation meet in Siiokano. f^unced the lead roles in a mat- 
Washington on October 31 and: hiee performunee while the com-
November 1 in the Ridpath Hotel. 
The theme of this conference will 
be “ International Human Rela­
tions in Washington and B.C."
The B.C. Chairman for this 
conference is Mrs. Norman 
Jackson of Kamloops, sixth vice- 
president of the British Columbia 
Federation. Mrs. Bert Tupper, 
provincial president of the PTA 
will act as spokesman during the 
discussion.
Mr. Walter Hartrick, princial 
of the Trail Senior High School 
will represent B.C. teachers, and
pany's prima ballerina and pre­
mier dan.seur, Lois Smith and 
David Adams, performed in the 
evening.
“ Mi.s.s Pope is by all odds the 
'natural' for the role. She has 
the strong technique necessary, 
and a sparkle and coquetry which 
arc irresistible. She needs, how­
ever. a better partner to show 
her off in the demanding pas de 
deux in the third act."
ALICE wmSBY. Women’s Editor
Femininity personifie.s this i the elegant coat of cashmere 
season’s softer fashion look. I velvet, right. Dramatic is the 
Hemline interest distinguishes ' word for the black satin bowed
silk cocktail ensemble, simple 
and elegant. For glamorous 
evenings wool and satin com­
bine in a draped contour with 
definite back interest.
"EAT OFF THE- FLOOR̂ ^
Com pounds 
An Actua lity
M ake O ld  Saw 
In Your Hom e
Calif., Mrs. E. Peltz, Burnaby, 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Fleck, Bodo, 
Alta., and Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
vanRyswick, former Kelowna 
residents now residing at the 
coast.
The young couple have taken
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Immaculate Cleanliness Gives 
Your House More Sales Appeal
By ELEANOR ROSS
Moving, everywhere, is on the] 
increase. This isn't only the re-
MEETING MEMOS
up residence in their new home suit of new housing developments,
on McCurdy Rd.
Today’s housewife can awake 
from a night’s sleep on a germ- 
proof mattress ticking, comb her 
hair with a germ-proof comb, 
feed the baby breakfast from a 
germ-pproof nursing bottle and 
plate, and let the baby amu.se 
himself with germ-proof toys 
while she makes the house hygen- 
Ically, as well as physically, 
clean with a germ-proof carpet' 
sweeper, a germ-proof floor wax,' 
and a germ-proof rug cleaner.
The reason for this unprece­
dented protection against harm­
ful bacteria is a family of chem­
ical compounds technically term­
ed bacteriostats.
A recent and highly beneficial 
advance in chemistry, these com­
pounds can be added to paper, 
feather, fabric, and plastic pro­
ducts during the manufacturing 
process. The result is that the 
products arc endowed with a 
permanent, unchangeable ability 
to destroy germs. Bacteria can 
never live on them, so, they are, 
in effect, self sterilizing. Fungi, 
mold, mildew and rot are pre­
vented from forming. Unpleasant 
odors are eliminated.
Originally, these compounds 
were developed for use in hos­
pital supplies such as rubber 
shqeting, mattress ticking, bas- 
sincLs, bed-pans, and soap trays. 
They have been so successful in 
helping hospitals in the continu­
ous battle to maintain sanitary 
conditions under difficult circum­
stances, that they arc being 
groomed for scores of hospital 
equipment applications.
Soon after their introduction 
in hospital supplies, the com­
pounds attracted the attention of 
toy and nursery product manu­
facturers alert to new ways to 
make safer t’roducts. Now, baby 
baths, pacifiers, teethers, nursing 
bottles, feeding dishes, training 
seats, and toys of every descrip­
tion are treated for permanent 
resistance to disease-hearing bac- 
teria. As long as they are kept 
free of physical dirt, these itcm.s 
are na safe for the baby to put 
In his mouth ns if they Just had 
been boiled. '
An extensive development pro 
gram is iinder way to equip 
household items with this new 
defense against germs. Products 
nirondy on the market, in nddl 
lion to the ones previously men 
tlon, that contain proven bacteria 
destroying nbility include nn nuto- 
matlc plttstic |K>tato peeler, gar­
ment bags, appliance covers, hat 
bands, dre.ss shields, plastic dish 
pans, mixing howl, nnd d fabric
that the odor and fabric disinte­
gration caused by perspiration 
will be a thing of the past.
All this means the beginning of 
a new era in bacteria control in
be hygenically clean, without any 
extra effort on the part of the 
housewife. The old adage about 
a home being “so clean that you 
can eat off the floors” will be-
which homes automatically will i come a matter of scientific fact.
MR. AND MRS. W. N. GRAMLICH
—Paul Ponich Plioto
St. Theresa's Church Scene Of 
Gramlich-Fugger Wedding Rites
Fall flnwers banked the nUprimer Boscloy served as ushers 
of St. Therc.sa’s Catholic Church, Soloist was Mrs, H. Martin, with 
Rutland, when Rev, P, McCm'-|Mrs, R. S. Bach playing the
thy performed nuptunls for Jo­
sephine Jacqueline Fugget' nnd 
Wilfred Nicholn.s Grnmlich nt ,u 
double-ring ceremony.
Kelowna 
Given In mimluge by her
finlnt. You oven enn buy n plastic ncr that is permanently germ riroof for your swimming pool.
One of the comiwunds smin will 
bo nvnllnblc in nn aerosol spray 
that eliminates 99,4' ; of the bac­
teria In the air. and can b»' used 
to genn-proof any surface or
material In the house. ... .........................
Anolhcr appllcntlqn soon to clmnning
Avnllablo to homemakers Is a | 
laundry rinse solution, A few 
drops used In the last rinse cycle 
of the family laundry will keep 
4,the clothes bnetorin-free between 
;,W«»WniIs. and Mripirallon 
ffidora forming. Diapers will
cvorytWttg fw 
’ dow , hnmlliw,
I I " ' - . . .
organ,
A family dinner followed the 
ceremony nt tile East Kelowna 
Hall, with a dinner reception held
Tlut bride* is the daughter of I inter for 150 guostfi. Scritours 
Mr. and Mr.s, Jacob Fugger, Rut-j were the Misses Madeline Ivons, 
land, and the grwm’s parents are;Irene Relgor, Dolores Peltz, Ce- 
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gralulich o f cilia Hosoley, Ruth Irviug, Marl
lyn Henderson, Wilma Jones, 
Vern Kiioph, and Lynetle Jones. 
Mi'.s.. Fugger chose a gown of 
a wnlfz-lenKlh gown of et\ibrold- royal blue taffeta with i)alo blue 
ered tulle over taffeta styled with! niul black acces.'iories, for her 
llly-lX)iat sleeves. A, wreath of daughter’s wedding. Tlu; groom's 
orange blossoms .secur*'d her, mother was gowned in dusty 
fingertip veil. Dainty yellow ro.se-'rose crepe, contrasted with nc- 
buds formed the bridal iHiiKiuct.jCcssorles of black and white.
Mis.i Dolores Weicliel ns maid 
of-honor was gowned in a filmy 
waltc-Icngth straiilcss model in 
pink cbp|K*r tone with matching 
stoic nnd headdress. Her Ixuiquet 
of chrysanthemum.s was on tone, 
and she wore white ncce.sVorles,
I4ttl« Colcen Iveiia was flower
girl in n (rock of mint green ny- 
wore a circlet of orange 
'itMioms nnd carried n yellow 
nthemum nosegay, 
fimmsmttn was Mr. Gordon 
and the Messrs. Fred
llonst to the lu lde was iqnde by 
Mr. Uolwrt l.eckle, brot^her-ln 
t h e ..................... .. . ..thelaw of the bride, to whlcli 
groom made resi>onse.
For the wedding Journey by 
motor to Grand Coulee the lirldc 
chnngHi to a jumper ensemble 
In bright liunupiise with black ac­
cessories. Her cor.sago w as a 
white gardenia. >
(luehts from out of town la- 
eludetf Mrs,, A. .Sclieller nnd M>'s. 
K. 'Ddele, of Spring Vnltey, Snsk.,
Stuttering Child 
Requires Care
By Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D.
Published studies indicate that, 
in learning to speak, most chil­
dren repeat words. When this 
repetition is very noticeable it 
is called stuttering.
Stuttering most often devel­
ops around the age of 3 or 4. 
Frequently the child outgrows 
it, but it may last a lifetime. As 
rule, the longer a person has 
stuttered, the harder it is to 
cure.
OFTEN PARENTS’ FAULT
Parents may do more than 
anybody else to cause stuttering 
as well as to prevent or correct 
once it’s started. The earlier 
they are aware of what they can 
do, the better.
It’s when they first notice the 
stuttering that they tend to set 
the pattern for their feelings 
and actions toward it. The more 
concern they show, the more self- 
conscious the stuttering child be­
comes and the slower and harder 
his recovery.
In case you observe the first 
signs of stuttering in .your child, 
let me urge you to act as if you 
had not noticed it. This is the 
time to relax more yourself, to 
speak in a softer tone, and to try 
harder to create a calm and 
happy family atmosphere.
Prevail on your relations, 
neighbors nnd his playmates not 
to notice liis .stuttering or even 
to speak of it in his presence 
Help him feel he is loved and 
wanted just ns much ns any 
other child. If there is a younger 
child, try especially hard to 
build up the stuttering child ns a 
worthy and important person.
Make extra efforts to protect 
the child from undue strain, 
fatigue and excitement. Bo more 
skillful in winning his co-opera­
tion. Without pampering him, 
try to avoid emotional upsets I 
caused by anger, fear or Jcnl- 
ou.sy that will upset him.
Don't suddenly lot ,him have 
his way in everything. Do try to 
discipline him skillfully. Expect 
considerable .stubbornness nt 
this young age of 3 or 4.
Rend a great deal to this child, 
sing to him, cuddle him if he 
likes it, make nnd do thlng.s with 
him nnd have fun ,w.itli him. An- 
.swer his questions nnd talk coin- 
paniopably with him. HelD him 
have fun with other children of 
Ills own age. Protect him from 
being tensed nnd bullied by any 
older person.
When this' child stutters, don’t 
stare nt his mouth or hold your 
hrenth or stop nonnnl nctlvlty. 
Don’t ask him to repent the word 
niter you. However, if you know 
the word he is trying to say, say 
it nonchalantly for him,
If lie Is 4, 5 or older, and show.s 
no improvement iifter .sovernl 
months, ask a speech specialist 
to .show you how to improve your 
handling of this problem, 
ANSWERING QUKSTIONB 
Q. Bccnn.se of illne.ss ovir 
daughter missed a week of 
school. Should wo Insist that she 
make up the wprk who mlsi(0d7 
A. Yes, hut instead of having 
her do this all in a day or so, lot 
her spread this extra work over 
a longer iieriod,
but of business growth, too.
All over the country, new 
plants, • factories and mills are 
opening and established busi­
nesses are branching out into 
more stores or offices in various 
parts of the country. So there is 
a goodly amount of selling and 
buying of houses going on all the 
time.
There’s a lot of good advice 
available on how to buy or build 
a new house, but how about ad­
vice on how to sell a home? 
QUICKEST SALE 
For one thing, the home that 
is going to have the quickest 
and best sale is the house that 
has been kept in perfect condi­
tion from cellar to roof.
Good bathroom space and 
closet space are vital, as is 
plenty of storage space. These 
attributes often clinch a sale 
even when the buyer was out for 
a more pretentious type of dwel­
ling, granted that the neighbor­
hood shops and schools are right 
for them.
When you, put your house on 
the market, be sure that the 
windows arc freshly washed. 
Don’t let them become so grimy 
that a hurry-up job is necessary 
when a prospective buyer is 
coming.
• Have the bathroom immacu­
late and keep it so, giving it a 
going-over daily. Same goes for 
the kitchen nnd its equipment 
frorh sink to cabinet doors,
Look to the flooring nnd sec 
that floors and covering are 
clean, witn the wood well waxed 
and gleaming.
Window curtains should be 
crisply clean, and Venetian blinds 
or shades should be in good work­
ing condition. Dirty or torn tapes 
on Venetian blinds tend to pull 
down a room however nice the 
Rirnlshings. Put your best clean 
bedspreads on beds.
Turn on lights in darkened 
rooms and see to it that little- 
used rooms, such as guest rooms I 
sparkle like the rest of the 
house.
KITCHENS AND CLOSETS
The Construction Research 
Bureau advises us, and rightly, 
that women are usually more 
interested in the kitchen and 
closet space, while men pay spe­
cial attention to basements and 
utiTHy rooms. So put these in 
order, too.
Regardless of which area of 
the house seems most impor­
tant, cleanliness will .be a lead­
ing factor, psychologically speak­
ing.
Incidentally, since the adver­
tising profession is spending 
millions on phsychologically- 
geared selling, why not use the 
advice of the experts to hasten 
the-sale of your house — and per­
haps receive a higher price?
The first evening of Scottish 
Country Dancing will be held Sat­
urday, December 8, at the Kel­
owna Little Theatre Building.
Former members and anyone 
interested in participating in this 











Tiny Tots Trained 
In Homemaking Art
HAMILTON (CPl-Learning to 
keep a house clean and tidy is 
part of the training of the 54 pu­
pils in the kindergareten class at 
Saltfloct T o w n  ship’s Memorial 
School near here.
Small homemakers take turns 
at entertaining friends and doing 
household chores in the play­
house, which is one room of the 
kindergarten and cost $50 to 
equip. ,
Children wash and wax the 
floor. GirLs prc.ss doll dresses on 
a tiny ironing board. Toy tcl- 
ephonc.s have been installed and 
there is a make-believe stove 
made from an old radio cabinet.
LONG WAIT
Halley’s c o m e t ,  appearing 
about every 75 years, will next 
bo .seen in 1986.
T A  X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
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^  GIVE YOUR 
■  SHIRTS
1 he Rc.s( of Care 




1555 ELLIS PHONE 22KI
Crodifors knocking at your door? 
Coll N IA G A R A  —it's what wo’re fori
PAPKR WORK
UNITED NATIONS lAPl — A 
raolulton nlmcdito limit UN doc- 
umcntutloii in progressing to­
wards approval In the Oenei nl 
AsHcmbly. But one effect Is to add 
to liuch documtudR.' It nsk.-« the 
Secretary-General nnd hn advls. 
Mr. nnd Mi», Grnmlich, Nnger,Iory comndttcc to report progress
All-Canadlak U « n  Com|Mny
101 RADIO RI.DG. 
PHONE 2811
Michael llatnei and El- Sn»k„ Mr. E. Brown, Patterson, by 1960, or earlier. B ruches Ihroahgout British Cohnobla
T h e  b a b y  f e e l s  s e c u r e  
. . .  b u t  i s  h e ?
Family safety involves more than physical 
protection. There should be guaranteed 
financial security. Millions of Canadians get 
this through Life Insurance. They own more 
of this valuable property, in relation to 
national income, than any other people in 
the vvorld.
Waste no time worrying about tliat small boy. Ho 
has a two-fisted grip on security. Ho belongs to a 
family wbich considers Life Insurance an essential 
pprt of its progress towards financial security.
Canada is rich in families that treasure life insurance 
na a present pledge and future ppmiso of security 
obtained by their own initiative.
' Friendly, helpful agents hnyo shown V/z million 
Canadians what a valuable property life insurance 
is. Every year .an increasing number of families buy 
life insurance as their major source of family and 
personal security. ^
r ..................... ..— — — ,....................... -
NOWADAYS, UVING POLICYHOLDERS RECEIVE 
MILLION DOLLARS, EVERY WEEK, FROM 
THE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES IN CANADA
THE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES 
IN CANADA
G R E A T  R I V E R
The outflow from South Amcr- 
, , icii'.> Am.rzon River freshens the
Mrs. Norman Jackson will repre-; Atlantic waters for a distance of 
sent B.C. parents on a panel loo miles.
“Human Relations in our 
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All Wondered 
Up Above Us Were
U .S . Automobile Retailers Find 
They Can't Supply Used Cars
WILKIE
•
*.* '  'i c i
TREE WAS A SAPLING WHEN CHAMPLAIN PASSED BY
W h e n  Champlain passed 
through, what is now Ontario’s 
Algonquin park in 1613. this 
pine tree was a sUirdy sapling. 
When cut down this year at the 
ripe old age of 364 years, it was
142 feet high and four feet in 
diameter, and its age was veri­
fied by C. R. Mills, left, secre- 
tary-Managcr of the Ontario 
P'orest Industries association, 
and Dean J. W. B. Sisam of the
University of Toronto’s faculty 
of forestry. Arrows on the cross 
section point to the rings made 
at the time of Champlain’s visit 
of the founding of the Hudson's 
Bay Co. and the war of 1812.
Okanagan Radio Schedule!




4:00 Prairie News 
4:05 You Asked For It 
5:00 News 
5:05 Rambling 




7:00 CBC Nows 
7:1.5 Roundup 
7:30 Operetta Time 
8:00 Good News of the Air 
8:30 Farm Forum 
9:00 Project ’59 
10:00 News
10:15 Provincial Affairs 
10:30 Back To The Bible 






1:00 News and sign off 
TUESDAY 
8:00 News: Sports 
8:15 Earlybird 
8:30 News
8:3J'~£arlybitd' ^ ..... ’
9:00 News
9:05 Over the Back Fence 
9:55 Club Calendar 
10:00 News
10:05 Man at the Airport 
10:15 Westward Ho 
10:30 Entertainment World 
10:35 Westward Ho 
11:00 News 
11:05 Be My Guest 
11:20 Casino 
11:45 Be My Guest 
12:15 News; Sports 
12:30 Farm Broadcast 
12:55 Time Out 
1:00 News
, 1:05 Ladies’ Choice
1:25 News <Women's!
1:30 Cruel Sea 
2:00 Sdiool Broadcast 
2:15 School Broadcast 
2:30 Famous Voices 
2:45 Famous Voices 
3:00 News 
3:05 Coffee Break 
3:30 Star Time 
4:00 Prairie Nows
You Asked For It 
Nows 
Rambling 






,7:30 Marine Investigator 
8:00 Draipa In Sound 
8:30 Anthology 































i 4:00 Autumn Serenade 
- 4:30 News and Serenade 
5:00 Rolling Home 
i 5:45 News and Sport 
6:00 Supper Serenade 
6:25 What’s Your Opinion 
6:30 Supper Serenade 
6:45 Supper Ser. and Weather 
7:00 Western Hit Parade 
7:30 Two Kings and a Queen 
8:00 World and Local News 
8:15 Radio Market Place 
8:30 Assignment 
9:00 Back To The Bible 
9:30 All Time Hits 
; 10:00 Kal Tire News 
j 10:15 Night Flight 
111:00 News and Sport 
111:15 Night Flight 
i 12:00 News and Sign Off 
[TUESDAY
6:00 Sign On and News 
6:05 Band Parade 
6:15 Good Morning Okanagan 
6:30 Farm Broadcast 
6:45 Morning Devotions 
7:00 News and Sportsman 
7:15 Good Morning Okanagan 
7:30 News, Sport 
.7:43 Good Morrting  ̂Okanagan 
8:00 News, Regional News 
8:15 Sportscope. Weather 
8:30 Personal Shopper 
9:00 News and Music 
9:15 Dr. Paul 
9:30 Echoes of Blessing 
9:45 One Man’s Family 
10:00 Warner’s Corner 
10:13 Bricks and Bouquets 
10:30 Warner’s Corner 
11:00 Housewives’ Quiz 
11:15 Morning Melodies 
11:25 Homemaker Hilites 
11:35 Morning Melodies 
11:45 The Date Book 
12:00 Luncheon Date 
112:15 World News 
112:25 Regional News 
,12:30 Sports 
12:45 Luncheon Date 
1:00 Salmon Arm News 
1:05 Take It Easy 
1:30 Radio Market Place 
1:45 Courtship and Marriage 
2:00 B.C. School 
2:30 Concert Hall 
3:00 Nows
3:05 Autumn Serenade 
4:00 Autumn Serenade 
4:30 News and Serenade 
5:00 Rolling Home 
5:45 New.s and Sports 
6:00 In and Around Our Town 
6:15 Supper Serenade 
6:25 Whnt’s Your Opinion 
6:30 Supper Serenade 
6:45 Serenade and Weather 
7:00 Canadian Hit Parade 
7:30 Variety Fair 
8:00 News
8:15 Radio Market Place 
8:30 As.signmont 
9:00 Back to Bible 
9:30 All Time Hits 
10:00 News 
10:15 Night Flight 
10:30 Fighting Words 
11:00 News and Sport 
11:15 Night Flight 
12:00 New.s and Sigh Off
"•A
(Editor's note: Levy MUley.
47. was aie of 12 survivors of 
the Springhill mine disaster 
who spent sis days trapped 
13,000 feet underground. With 
a wife and a 16-year - old 
dauyhter he vows he’ll never 
return to the pits.
By LEVI ADLLEY 
As Told to The Ctuadlan Press
SPRINGHILL, N.S. (CP» —
You know, it’s kinda funny. Down 
below we were all wondering 
what people up above were think­
ing. Wc talked about it quite 
often. And here you were doing 
the same thing about us.
Set this little aspirin bottle? 
That little bottle did an awful lot 
to save our lives. You wouldn’t 
think it to look at it, but it did.
You see, two or three days 
after the bump the 12 of us were 
down to about two cups of water, 
and it had to be rationed. So we 
found this little bottle in the lunch 
kit of one of our dead mates and 
we decided that this bottle, filled 
about three-quarters full, would 
be the ration for all of us every 
six hours.
ONE SIP EACH
We measured it out very care­
fully and then wc passed it 
around, taking one small sip 
apiece. That was our ration ev­
ery six hours. And no man took 
more than his share.
We figured all the time that 
search parties knew we were 
here. Wc w'cre surprised that 
they were surprised to find us. 
It was a case of being surprised 
all around. '
Wc prayed ail right. One man 
said the words and the rest of us 
just bowed our heads. But-most
By DAVID J
j DETROIT (API — Many U.S, 
of us usually joined In the sing-[the side, is looking for a full-[car retailers — especially’ those
1 time job on a chicken farm some[handling General Motors cars — 
What about the future? 1 place. i are in a situation that reminds
Well you can say this: Levii Doesn’t matter where. I’ll go them of early post-war days. 
Mlllev! former coal miner of [anywhere. They’ll never get me j They have a backlog of unfilled 
SDrinRhill and chicken - raiser on'back in that mine. [orders and few cars.
-------—  ----- — - r— , How closely lids reflects an up-
behind its counterpart of 1937. Al 
this time last year U.S. factorica- 
had built nearly 4,900,000 cars, •" 
The auto makers are practically 7 
unanimous In predicting a 3J500,-> 
000 car year for 1939. Atest ot* 
this estimate will come In Janu-- 
ary and February, traditionally', 
hard-sell months for the industry.-
surge In new car demand still 
is to be deteimincd. Work stoi>- 
page.s have resulted in a shortage 
of cars.
General Motors retailers were 
particularly hard hit. A national 
agreement between GM and the 
United AiHo Workers had beep
MONTREAL (CP) — Concrete]wide and more than 40 feet deep.!reached but 1959 model output 
“egg-boxes” as big as five-storey I Five of them were taken in tow i was halted by local disputes In 
hiilldines are bcuiK scuttled in i by tugs and hauled down the St, scores of GM plant cities, 
Montreal harbor to form new [Lawrence for use in the dock at BELOW NORMAL
Montreal 'Scuttles' Concrete 
To Form New  Harbor Docks
docks in readiness for the open 
ing of the St. Lawrence seaway.
Using production line methods, 
engineers are making the 4,000- 
ton concrete cribs in dry dock, 
floating them free and towing 
them like barges into 
along the harbor front.
It’s a relatively new Idea In 
dock construction.
But the concrete cribs arc 
quickly e x p a n d i n g  Canada’s 
largest inland ocean port, filling 
in the few remaining gaps in the 
12-mile line of shipping berths. 
The job is part of a $57,000,000 
project to renovate Montreal har­
bor for an expected boom in ship­
ping traffic after the seaway is 
opened next year.
TTie seaway—a 135-mile chan­
nel with four canals and seven 
locks—will provide an ocean road 
into the heart of North America, 
turning the Great Lakes into a 
new Mediterranean Sea.
More than 100 cribs have been 
made during the last five years. 
They are 112 feet long, 46
Trois-Rivieres.
They float because they are hol­
low. The floor and walls are 
made of foot-thick reinforced con­
crete. with the inside divided into
........ „ cells as large as rooms. Built in
position'a dry dock, they draw about 28 
feet of water when completed.
“ It is something like putting the 
foundation and basement walls 
for a five-storey apartment build­
ing in the river and then complet­
ing the three upper storeys while 
it floats there," explained H. H. 
Poulton, job superintendent for 
the Foundation Company of Can­
ada on the project.
The cribs lie in about 40 fefet 
of water when sunk. Ballast, 
rocks and crushed stone are 
dumped inside them to make 
them sink. Then a roadway is 
built on top, forming the dock 
surface.
For nearly three weeks not a 
car came from GM assembly 
plants. And today, nearly a 
month after the start of the 1959 
model year, assembly lines still 
are far below normal operation.
Production will gain momen-: 
turn, of course. Most local dis­
putes have been settled. As soon 
as the supply lines can be filled 
many factories will swing into 
overtime operation.
Ford, Chrysler and American 
Motors were affected by the new 
car shortage as well as GM but 
in lesser degree. Where the short­
ages did not result from a.sscmbly 
plant closings they arose from 
disputes at supplier plants. 
PRODUCTION ESTIMATE 
Earlier surveys Indicated the 
industry expect^ to build up to 
1,400,000 cars in the final quarter 
of 1958. So far in the October- 
Decembor quarter fewer than 
of, 180.000 units have been made. 
Production last week included
OLDEST COINS
Ancient Lydia, now part
Turkey, stamped lumps of silver] -------------------- -----  ----------
with royal symbols as a type of j the 3,000,000th car of 1958. It came 
feet i currency about 700 BC. |from the assembly lines 18 weeks
Big Electronic ^ 
Organ Display 
A t  Jap Fair
TOKYO (AP) — A 2.000-tran­
sistor electronic organ is on dis­
play at the Japanese audio lair.
Called the Electone, it looks 
like any other electric organ.
“Most modern pipe organs or  ̂
electric organs claim to repro-'. 
duce sounds of an orchestra,** 
.said Naoyuki Yoshimura, the in­
ventor. “But every one knows all 
their sounds are tinged with con­
ventional organ tones and a re ' 
thus accousticnlly distorted. B u t' 
the Electone’s reproduction of all 
orchestra Instruments is truly hi- 
fi.”
Yoshimura heads the technical 
laboratory of the Nippon Gnkki, 
Japan’s largest maker of pianos 
and organs and a hi-fi equipment 
manufacturer.
The Electone has three key­
boards' of 61 keys each and 32 
key pedals, plus 40 stops, 44 
couplers and nearly 100 other con­
trols.
In place of pipes tlicre arc four 
bays of circuit boxes and three 
tone-cabinets, containing hi - fl 
speakers of four stages._______
PORTLAND (API—A contem­
plated private power project in 
British Columbia would delay for 
20 years the full development of 
the* Upper Columbia River, Dem­
ocratic Senator Richard Neu-1 
berger claims.
Neuberger said he was there­
fore pleased that the Canadian 
government "is cool to the pro­
posed $500,000,000 Wenner-Gren 
power development on the Peace ] 
River.
“I agree with Canadian offi­
cials that the Peace River proj­
ect would delay by 20. years the 
tapping of the power reserves on 
the Upper Columbia,” the sena-1 
tor said.
If the Peace River project Is 
built first, it would take B.C. 
years to absorb the huge bloc of | 
power, Neuberger said.
Both nations ■w’ould benefit, he 
said, by splitting the costs for 
huge public hydroelectric proj- j 
ects on thq Columbia.
It was not immediately known 
what basis Neuberger had for be­
lieving f e d e  r a 1 officials are! 
‘cool’’ to the Wenner-Gren plan.
Clergyman Has 
Double Role
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — pn 
weekdays. Dr. William B. Atkin 
son wears a laboratory coat as 
chief of the Univer.sity of Louis 
villc school of medicine’s anat 
omy department.
On Sunday, his uniform is the 
vestments of an Episcopal (Angli­
can) priest.
Dr. Atkinson sees no cdnflict 
between his two callings.
“Indeed," ho says, “ I find 
gratifying similarities.”
He explains it this way; 
"Although the scientific method 
is devoted to demonstrating, stop 
bv step, what might bo called 
•knowable’ material things, it is 
the avenue to the realms of ab- 
strnct thought. . .
“The parallel in religion Is that 
knowable’ forms of worship — 
prayer and the celebration of the 
mass—provide the religious man 
with a route to that inner mysti­
cal experl(!nco: faith."
Vast differences between reli­
gion and science remove them 
from conflict, he says.
Dr. Atkinson, 40, .says “ I didn’t 
darken the doors of a church 
from the time I was 16 until I 
was nearly 30.”
“ Then one day as I rend an 
article that raised some ques­
tions about the limitations of the 
scientific method. I started think 
ing about the universality, the cn 
tliolicity of the Episcopal Church
“ I began reading that doctrine 
of the Cluircli—and here I am.” 
Dr. Atkinson was ordained in 
19.56 and is assistant priest at 
Grace F.nisenpal Church, one of 





CHANCE TO RIDE REAL FIRE ENGINE
OP.uva't winter f.ilr K a j>0|v- 
uUi event vuUt ehtldirn ns well 
ns'adults due to the opportunity 
(or p4)rUc)p«lion everyone. 
’JlT»os# Vvhji weicn'l entering
nnv of the events rould ride bn 
this' nuinnlure Rro waRon, nil 
pnmted tip (or the oyea.slon and 
able to t«(«c h(df « dor^Jn happy 
youngateri^ ni A.tlme. , '
Vacationers 
Can Now  Go 
To School
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (CP) 
Self-Improvement courso.s nlmcd 
at the over-to group of Florida 
wilder resUlent.s arc being offered 
nt vacation College here,
TTiey Include a wrlter.s' work­
shop, lx>ok review.s, lu.Htructlou iii 
voice, diction, imunory. illet and 
fashion. > A course on “ How lo 
under.itand lulmnns" will explore 
psychological problems and hu 
niiin relations,
■ Director of the p r o g r a m s .  
know,n nS'“ Floilda Roundtable,’’ 
l.s Gretta Baker, New York writer 
n(id Inondeaster,
, rniXTOUH STAMPS
I'.ONDON iCPi -’i'wo 12-penny 
Canadian b|aek stamps were sold 
Un London for a, total £4.8(H). An 
[unused one Iv.sued in 1851 brbughl 
£2,600, Bigi a uacd, fopy £ 2,000.'
heavens, I  don't know how you coidd 
get along without the newspaper! You'd never 









..... ...............  ,
* From "Tho Functloni of Nowapapors for Thotr Rosdors,** n sturty conducted for nowspspor. by Soolsl Rowsreh, Inn
NEWSPAPERS + PEOPLE = ACTION
' , ' 'll '' ' ,
Every day when newspapers and people get together, 
things start popping. News stprles, editorials and fea­
tures constantly arouse readers to action. So does the 
odvertiilng. Without if, os the lady says, "You'd never 
know about saks or where to buy anything."
Newspaper advertising differs fronv many other kinds 
becouse it is wanted, People not only look for advertising 
in the htowspopeV .—  ̂ they det upon it. TItey buy from It.
That 's why more money Is spent In newspapers, than In 
radio, tolevisidn, magazines and outdoor cornblned.
Nearly 4 ,000,000 nowspopors are bought dolly, jirovldlng 
nows, features, Information ■—  end advertising. If It's 
action you want ‘— action you'll got —  from your ad­
vertising in the action medium, the daily newspoper.
H /f's  Business You W ant. . .  i l ' i  Newspapers You Need
I . I
' I





C i l A R T E n e O
E. A . CAMPBELL 
&  C O M PA N Y
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Phone 2838 
102 Rxidio Building Kelowna
RUTHERFORD, B A Z E n  
& CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
! No. 9 — 286 Bernard Ave. 
PHONE 2821
P U B L IC  A C C O U N T IN G
D. H. CLARK & CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants
1526 Eliis S t Kelowna. B.C. 
Phone 3300
T H O M PSO N
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service '  
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATER ST. PHONE 3678





P O P E 'S  STUDIO»
Bernard Avenua






o f f ic e fu r n itu r e !
Phone 3202
YEAR 'RO U N D  ROSES
By LAURA WHEELER
Beauty-treatment for linens. 
Do as decorator.s advi.se—harm­
onize your bedroom and bath 
with this charming rocs-motif.
Swift-growing roses — cross- 
stitch! Pattern 609: transfer one 
6 X 21-inch motif, two 6xl3Vi; 
crochet directions for edging.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
in coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for thi.s pattern to Tlic 
D a i l y  Courier, Nccdlccraft 
Dept., 60 Front St. W., Toronto. 
Ont. Print plainly PATTERN 
NUMBER, your NAME and 
ADDRESS.
A NEW 1959 Laura Wheeler 
Needlecraft Book, JUST OUT, 
has lovely designs to order: 
embroidery, crochet, knitting, 
weaving, quilting, toys. In the 
book, a special surprise to make 
a little girl happy — a cut-out 
doll, clothes to color. Send 25 
cents for this book.
HOUSES -  DUPLEX -  SUITE FOR RENT
(
Two bedroom home South side with oil heating 565.00 per ( 
month, available Dec. 1st.
Lovely three bedroom bungalow, very centrally located. Full 
basement, oil heating. Available Dec. 1st at $100. per month. 
New two bedroom bungalow in North End of town. 575. per mo. 
immediate occupancy, gas furnace, fireplace, oak floors and 
all new.
Suite in recently built duplex. Very modern and lovely view 
$125. per month. ^
Two bedroom suite, Richter and Lawson, $60. per month 
available now. Private entrance.
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
THE DAlLir COURIER 
MON. NOV. 3. 1958
Cars And Trucks
A* CENTENNIAL BUY 
1952 NASH RAMBLER 
NOT $350,00 DOWN 
BUT FULL PRICE 
PHONE 6596-HURRY 1!
82
English M o to ris ts  D o n 't 
W a n t N ew  Fangied G adgets
288 Bernard Ave. Phone 3227





New! New! New! Fashion's 
traveling belt by-passes the 
waist to accent the fitted ‘n’ 
flared lines of this smart shirt­
waist. A joy to sew (no compli­
cations) in townwi.se cotton, 
paisley-print, sheer wool.
Printed Pattern 9.171: Junior 
Miss Sizes 9, 11, 13, 15, 17. Size 
13 takes 4 Vs yards 39-inch 
fabric.
Printed directions on each 
pattern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FIFTY CENIS (50c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE, NAME, AD­
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Daily 
Courier, Pattern Dept., 60 
Front St. W., Toronto, Ont.
3  B ed ro o m  NHA B u n g a lo w
3 bedroom NHA bungalow nearly new — spacious rooms — 
hardwood floors — 2 additional rooms in the basement, with 
automatic heat.
PRICE REDUCED FOR QUICK SALE 
$17,500 Easy Terms
INTERIOR AGENCIES LTD.
266 Bernard Avc. Kelowna
Phone 2675 Days; 3492 Evenings
C o lu m b ia  1 5  T on  
LOGGING TRAILER
D ou b le  A x le  
Good C ondition  
1956 M o del 
F o r enquiries contact
G. SM ITH  
4 0 9 6
77
1952 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE 
New top, two new tires, new paint 
job, good upholstery. Clean inter­
ior, automatic transmission and 
power windows, Priced to sell — 
$350.00 down. Phone 8699 even­




The Interior’s Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.
1665 EUls St. Phone 2204
tf
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCA­
VATING LTD. for ditches, pipe­
lines, septic tanks. Phone 2834.
M. Th. tf.
Coming Events
RUTLAND CENTENNIAL COM- 
mittee Variety Concert in High 
School Auditorium, November 
14, 8 p.m. Admission 50c. 82
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept, for best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tf
Building Materials
CEDAR FENCE POSTS FOR 
sale. Phone 8773. tf
E llio tt & R ic h te r  
$ 1 3 ,9 0 0  -  $ 3 ,9 0 0  C ash  D ow n
Here is an excellent buy in an excellent area. Consists of liv­
ing room, dining room, electric cabinet kitchen, two bedrooms. 
There is a full basement with an extra bedroom, heating is by 
forced hot air. 50' x 50’ lot with garage. The monthly payments 
arc only $75. See it now, with
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
George Gibbs or Louise Borden at 364 Bernard Avc. Phone 2127
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC­
ING service at low cost will help 
you make a better deal. Ask us 
now before you buy. Carruthers 
& Meiklc Lt(i., 364 Bernard Avc., 
Kelowna, B.C.






desires part time babysitting in 
evening. Phone 2471 after 5:30 
p.m. tf
BAZAAR AND CHICKEN SUP­
PER Catholic Church Hall, Rut­
land, Tuesday. Nov. 11.
47, 53, 59, 65. 71, 77, 83, tf
FIRST UNITED 




1 WO UPSTAIRS SUITES-Threc 
and four rooms, private bath and 
entrance. Stove supplied, close in. 
Phone 3821. tf
SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCING 
resumes Nov. 8 at KLT Building. 
Everyone welcome. 80
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSE­




Cliff Slusnr, 729 Glenwood. New 
phono 7163, Formerly 1755 
Richter. 93
BACHELOR SUITE AND ONE 
bedroom apartment. Fully mod­
ern, complete with refrigerators, 
electric ranges, hot water heat­
ing. Laundry facilities with auto- 
jiiatic washer and dryer. Call at 
Bennett’s Store, M, W, F, tf
Business Personal
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, \/oek, month, also 
liousokceping. 911 Bernard Avc., 
phona 2215. tf
Public Stenograpner
Y\O N N E F. IRISH
Office: Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg 
318 Bernard Avenue. 
Business Hours: 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment 
Phones: Bus. 2547 Res, 7924 
M. Thur., Frl.. tf,
D r. L loyd A . D ay
DENTIST
Stc. 2. BELVEDERE APTS. 
PHONE 4805
Hours 9 ■ 12 n.m. — 2 - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday except by 
appointment
M. W, S„ tf
FOR SERVICE or EMERGENCY
PHONE 7 7 9 9
SMITH SERVICES 
R.R. No, 2
Complete Oil Burner Service
84
FOR LEAKY BASEMENTS, gen- 
crul cariKintry. remcKlellinK, calb 
Inct work, and other work, phono 
3328, , I
SCEPTIC ta n k s  a nd  QREA 
Irap-s donned, vacuum cqulpp 
Ino.rior Senile Tank Service^I teri r ptic 
Phono 2674.
w iT ”Dun-D any kh<id  o f
hou»c.i, also repair work and nl 
tcrntloas. All typo of cement 
work, Phone 2 0 2 8 ; _____ H
For Rent
STO RM  W A R N IN G
H u rry  . . . H u rry  . . . H u rry
F rosty  m ornings and  
steam ed up w indow s  
cry  fo r
STO RM  SASH
Phone 2816
for an estimate to measure 
your windows
KELOWNA M ILLW ORK
W. S tf
REDUCED $ 5 0 0  
FOR QUICK SALE
Immediate posse.ssion of this 
brand new 3 bedroom stucco 
bungalow, containing o v e r  
1,100 square feet with oak and 
tile floors, built in cupboards, 
electric hot water heater and 
natural gas furnace. Full price 
$10,500.00 with $3,500.00 down.
Property For Sale
? ACRES JUST OUTSIDE KEL­
OWNA. Wonderful view, good 
water. Phone 2508. tf
SEE REEKIE AGENCIES, 
Lawrence Ave. Phone 2346.
Boats and Engines
f o r  SALE — A 14’6 FIBRE- 
GLASS runabout with 20 horse­
power motor, steering controls, 
five gallon milemastcr, canvas 
covering and oars. Snap, $425,00 
cash or closest offer, 'Telephone 
3443. tf
AVAILABLE NOW-Unfurnished 
bachelor suite, half block from 
town. Bed sitting room, bath­
room, kitchen, refrigerator and 
electric range, oil heat. $55. Call 
2125. 77
TWO ROOM APARTMENT WITH 
private bath. Partly furnished, 
automatic oil heating. Central lo­
cation. Two blocks from main 
street on Leon Avc. Adult.s only. 
Available Nov, 1st. Phone 8027. tf
Mortgages And 
Agreements
THINKING ABOUT A LOAN TO 
buy, build or remodel? If we re­
ceive your application by Mon­
day at 5 p.m,, we can have a 
cheque m your hands within 2 
weeks. Think it over and if you 
arc interested, act now. Reekie 
Agencies, phone 2346 or 253 Law­
rence. 77
3 room furnished home near 
Gyro Park, garage and cooler. 
Full price $2,700.0b with $1,- 
000.00 down.
J o h n s to n  & T a y lo r
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Bldg. ( 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
U(
Gardening and Nursery
FINEST BLACK MOUNTAIN 
top soil for garden an^ iawns; 
also driving shale, sand and 
gravel. Phone 8104, W. J. Rojem, 
Trucking. tf
Fuel And Wood
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD — 14” , 
16” . 2 ft. and 4 ft. $14.00 cord, 
delivered. Will cut any length. 
Phono 4344 . 77
BUSHWOOD — PHONE 6597.
78
FOUR BEDROOM HOME — 
Large livingroom, diningroom, 
kitchen and sunrooin. Full base­
ment, yard newly fenced, large 
lot with fruit trees, garden, lawns 
etc., Jocated in Bankhead area. 
Phono 8767 for appointment to 
see thi.s good family home. 68
4 BEDROOM STUCCO SEMI- 
bungalow, largo matching garage, 
220 wiring, corner lot, all fenced. 
Phone 7386. 86
DAILY C R O SSW O R D
NEWLY DECORATED 2 ROOM 
.suite — Private bath, furnished 
or unfurnlhscd. Adults only or 
business girls. Phone 2234. tf
O FFlC E 'FO ini™ ^
light, hoated, and parking space.
453 Lawrence Ave. Phono 2414.
tf
MODWTlTyillEDROOlir D M ^ 
in very nUractivc .subcUvislon, 
Immediate imsse.s.slon. Call be­
tween .5 nqd 6 evenings 7740. 77
T ilR Elir RObla’ "  SUITE” ^  
bath. Private entrance, stove 
supplied. Apply Reliable Motors 
and Tire.s or phono 2419. tf
SLEEPINCrROOM 
by the night or weekly rates. One 
block from pO:it office. 453 Lnw- 
ronco Ave. or phone 2414. tf
ROONf^mT r e n t ”
for girl or lady. 1067 Glenn Avo.
Phone 4697. \  tf
Board and Room
d r a p e s  e x p e r t l y  m a d e  -
Free csttmntes. Doris  ̂ Guest. 
Phono 2 4 8 1 . _________«
e x p e r t  BADMINTON REPAIR 
St'tyicc avnllnblo at Kelowna’s 
leading «i)ort store, Treagold 
Sporting G<x> '̂ 69. 71, 75\ 77




u u», Interior and Interior 
painting, pniwr hanging. Ptono 
vour requirements now. 3578 
'  M. Th. M
SA'riSFACTibN GUARANTEED 
in n(sw house con.vtructlon, also 
nltcrutlons and repairs, free csl 
imalcs. Phono 4831.






nOARD!and ' RO(i)M Foil Young 
buMncsilmcn In comfortable 
home. 1086 Martin Avc. Phone 
6236. tf
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37. Swell
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SEALED TENDERS addressed 
to the undersigned, and endorsed 
“TENDER FOR BREAKWATER. 
OKANAGAN LANDING, B.C.”, 
will bo received in the office of 
the Socrctarv, until 3:00 p.m. 
lE.S.T.) WEDNESDAY, NOVEM­
BER 26. 1958.
Plans and specification can be 
seen and forms of tender obtain­
ed at the office of the Chief En­
gineer, Department of Public 
Works, Ottawa, Ontario, at the 
office of the District Engineer, 
1110 West Georgia Street, Van- 
ccuvor, B.C., and at the Post 
Offices, at Victoria, Penticton, 
Vernon, Kelowna and Kamloops, 
B.C*
To be considered each tender 
must be accompanied by a secur­
ity in the form of a certified 
cheque or Bonds as specified in 
the form of tender. Tenders must 
be made on the printed forms 
supplied by the Department and 
in accordance with the conditions 
set forth therein.
The Department, through the 
Chief Engineer’s office (H. & R.), 
or through the undersigned, or 
through the office of the District 
Engineer at Vancouver, B.C., will 
supply blue-prints and specifi­
cation of the work.
The lowest or any tender 
necessarily accepted.
ROBERT FORTIER.
Chief of Administrative 
Services and Secretary. 
Department of Public Works, 
Ottawa, October 28, 1958.
By STEWART MacLEOD 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON (CP) — British car 
designers who spruce up their 
products for the lucrative North 
American market may be running 
into problems at home. It seems 
the average English motorist just 
doesn’t want all these new-fan­
gled gadgets.
Here is what n recent public 
opinion poll came up with; A ma­
jority of motorists want less 
chrome and less color. Only nine 
per cent want automatic trans­
missions and more than 50 jwr 
cent prefer the gearshift lever on 
the floor.
Tail fins? No. sir.
COLOR CONTROVERSY
Manu f a c t u r e r s ,  questioned 
about this poll, took strong cxcei> 
tion to its findings on the color 
question. They say they find 
bright and varied colors far more 
popular than dark, conservative 
shades. But on all the other jwints 
the poll seems to get a fair dc- 
gret of approval from the car­
makers.
A spokesman for the makers of 
Morris cars said the poll is "quite 
right” on the gearshift. “We had 
to put the lever back on the floor 
of two of our models this year. 
But of course export models will 
still have it on the steering post.” 
All other manufacturers have 
models available with the floor 
lever and they intend to keep it 
that way, “ It gives the driver the 
feeling of a sports car,’’ says an 
Austin spokesman.
All the manufacturers w e r e  
cnrefut not to criticize the tastes 
of their domestic customers but 
they made it clear that they are 
having trouble coming up with a 
vehicle that will find approval on 
both sides of the Atlantic. 
DRAGGING FEET 
Tlie Daily Mail says Britain’s 
"stick-in-the-mud” motori.sts arc 
holding back the country’s car de-
to drag their feet in order not to 
outstrip their customers.”
The manufacturers do n o t  
agree. Tlicy say British car de­
sign is well advanced and they 
point to the fact that English cars 
outsold all other foreign models In 
the United States this j'car.
A spokesman for the Rootes 
Group says there is growing indi­
cation that what appeals to on# 
customer also appeals to another. 
“We started painting our cars 
with bright, two-tone colors espe­
cially for the North American 
market,” he says, "and now these 
are the best sellers in England. 
Black cars accounted for only 
three per cent of our sales in 
England last year.”
But the representative of an­
other firm seemed to dispel any 
suggestion that American style 
tail fins will come to Britain for 
a time. With a look of disdain he 
said: “Gad. sir.”
COST FACTOR
So far as chrome and auto­
matic transmissions arc con­
cerned, the manufacturers say 
the extra cost may bo a factor 
in dampening the cntliusiasm of 
customers. “It’s difficult to tell 
the difference between customers’ 
dislikes and what they arc unwill­
ing to buy," said one of the 
spokesmen.
Several car dealers were ques­
tioned about the suggestion that 
custbmers prefer styling from a 
few years back. “How can you 
tell?” asked one, “We don’t sell 
new cars with old styling.”
But a l l  the manufacturer! 
agreed that English customers 
hesitate long(;r than North Om- 
cricans before accepting a revo­
lutionary idea in motoring. The 
Daily Mail says it may be be­
cause “ the BritLsh car owner 
considers his vehicle as some­
thing far more than a mere 
moans of transportation—it Is an
signers. “They are being forced extension of himself.”
CANADA OUTDOORS
Nova Scotians Ponder 
Moose Hunt Problem
not
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and polishers now available for 
rent in Kelowna; also spray guns, 
skill saw, and electric disc and 
vibrator sanders. B & B Paint 
Spot Ltd. For details phono 3636.
M. W. F. tf
Articles For Sale
EASY SPIN-DRY WASHING 
Machine, slip covered chester­
field,-end tffble and lamp, books 
of knowledge, reel-type power 
lawn mower. Phone 8151, 80
BRITE BITS
TWO MEN’S SUITS AND TWO 
coats, like new, medium size. 
Phono 3059. 78
[RHiliSJ HHM .
a m  a s n s n o i n
EiidLiiiirjn unt-irzt
LADIES MUSKRAT COAT, worn 
4 winters, cost $450,00, first $25.00 
takes it; junior size piano ac­
cordion, new, $!>0.00. Phono 2225 
or call at 761 Elliott Avc. 78
2 COAL-WOOD HEATERS. U.scd 
but with many years of service 
loft. Selling for $15,00 each. 
Phono 3744 or call to sec heaters 





F uIX y FURNISHKDilJopERN 
cabln.s, just off hlghwny, on quiet 
street, RensonabU) weekly or 
monthly winter rate!!. Shady 
Stream Motel, Pacific Ave. 79
.i R O O M  ( ’( o r r A G E s . A u V  
DITIQN ED healing. Single cab­
ins ' with f.iri)ori.i. Attractive 
winter rales. Rainbow Auto
mon. we<l. U Court, 1810 Vernon Rd, 77
p
1 2T 4 .
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NEW AND USED CCM SKATES 
for sale. Trcadgold Sporting 
Goods. 69, 71, 75, 77
w'o6 d'~a n d ~coa
with pipes; nlso liot water tank 
oloctrio). Phono 0925. 77
s p e e F ' q u e E
Drver, six month.s old. Phono 
8872, 77
USED URIclfs FOR SA'l Ê  2c 
each. Phono 7194. 78
One letter simply stands tor nnothcr 
for the three l.'s. X for the l|wo O's. etc, Single letters', ni)ostrophea
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’s how to worh It:
A X y D L B A A X R 
Is 1. 0  N O F E l< L O VD
In this safnple A is ii.scd 
iui niu iMiru I  p, Mfi mu V,,., ,,j o | l ti s, 
the length and formation of the words are nil hlnla, Each day the 
corlo letters are different
A CRVTOGRAM quotation  
K U O C  l U G  L A P U I  W G P A C N  K A I U -  
A C U A V N G E L . M V M C ’ N . K T H 1 U 
N T V G I U A C P W H T K C A C P .
Saturday's Cryi>loquetes O DEATH, WHERE 13 THY S'l’lNG? 
0  GRAVE, WHERE IS THY VICrORY?-CORlNTIIlANS.
' r f. * I
' ■ I , . ‘ ' ,1
Articles Wanted
T O P  MARKJET P R IC E S  P A ID  
for sc r a p  Iron, s te e l,  bra.ss co p ­
per, lo a d , e t c .  Honc.st 'g ra d in g , 
P ro m p t p a y m e n t m a d e . A tla s  
Iron and  M e ta ls  \L td ., 250 P r io r  
S t,, V a n co u v er , B .C . P h on e  
M u tu a l l-jl357^ _  M -TH-tf
w A N 'r¥ D '” r o  i i u Y  iw Y 's ^ r n T -  
c y c le  In good  con d ition . Phono  
8’/67. tf
A Q U A N T IT Y  O F U S E D  M E T A L ' 
lo o f ln g  and  . s id in g  ribl)('(l or
lila in  lii good  coiK lltloii. .‘u illab lc
for sh ed . P h o n e  5489 W estbunk.
n.c.
W iriJU Y  BKIiR nOTTLKS 
IM io n o  3 7 3 3  
1 0 8 3  R i c h t e r  S t .
' i I .
m i n i m u m  p i c k u p  3  t lo z t in  
in  cn.se.q ' '
'' ' -,80
.StH lAP s t e e l " W AN'l K D - € / L  
iot.s; aluo a u to  luKly tin . C o m ­
m e r c ia l S te e l (c M e ta ls , 2.56i| Wll- 
lingdpn A 4 c .,  B u rn a b y  2, V a n ­
c o u v e r , B .C . ' t l
OLATHE, Kan. (AP)-Da- 
vid Krcamcr, 2. swallowed an 
“ I like Ike” button.
David’s f a t h e r ,  Hugh 
Krcamcr, doesn’t object to his 
son’s political leanings. He’s 
a Republican and an a.ssLst- 
ant county attorney.
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) -A  
C.N. Custer has resigned hirri- 
self to being outnumbered 12 
to one by the women in his 
family.
T li c Porllnnd insurance 
agent gi-cetod the birth of .his 
11th daughter the other night, 
lie has no sons.
Both the mother and the 
baby, nine - pound, f ou r - '  
ounce Margaret Eileen, were 
doing fine.
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio (A PI- 
Traffic officers Charles Bur- 
clettc and Frank Bowser stop­
ped n 1949 sedan for a rout­
ine .safely clieck.
After inve.stigfition, the of­
ficers arrested Samuel Kidd,
38, on a chai'ge of operating a 
vehicle in unsafe condition.





No omergeney lu’ake. 
Iii.sufficlent driving brake.s,
A cracked windshield.
A cracked door glass,
Two smooth tiros. 




Kidd told the officer.*) he was 
employed lii a Junk yard,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A p i-  
Tho Turner fainll.v was a hit 
unnerved and patrolman G. 
Weber vvas eonfiuicd. B o t h  
had good reason.
The chaln\Of events; ,
Miss ii i\ a Turner, 36, 
backed her car out of the 
driveway Into the back of o-o 
driven by lier brotlier, Kent,
A few mliuite.s later. In an- 
nihev part of the city, Kent’s 
twin brother, Kennollt, was 
Involved in q eolll.slon.
Cost'to the Turners: Al>out 
SC(MI. .
Reason for pKlrolihnn Web-  ̂
er’s confusion; He was called 
to Investigate both accidents;^
”  HHJDIsN^Wl'iALTH^
, French (Juinea, We.st Africa, 
ha.n undeveloped rlt’hes In gold, 
diamonds, iron ore'and bauxite.
' * , 4 , .
By IAN DONALDSON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
HALIFAX (CP) — Nova Scotia 
probably will have to decide be­
fore next fall whether to give 
hunters another crack at moose, 
protected by law since the 1930s.
Moose dwindled to a handful 
about 20 years ago, following dec­
ades of vigorous hunting by Nova 
Scotians and tourists. Slowly the 
herds built up, but their numbers 
dropped again a few years ago 
when illness plagued them.
Now there appear to be plenty 
of moose, but most of them are 
said to be concentrated in a rel­
atively small area in the centre 
of the province,
WON’T SPREAD OUT 
Forests Minister Levy says the 
decision to reopen the moose sea­
son is a “perplexing” one be­
cause the animals have refused 
to spread out. “We had hoped 
they would leave the central area 
for other parts of the mainland,” 
Mr. Levy said.
But they have shown no indica­
tion of leaving Colchester, Pictou 
and Guysborough counties, where 
food is pleptiful. Although some 
have drifted into Halifax, Hants 
and Cumberland counties, their 
numbers arc considered too few 
to permit hunting.
Under present conditions, Mr. 
Levy says the government has 
three choices: open Colchester, 
Pictou and part of Guy.sborough 
counties for resident hunters of 
those counties; open the thr,cc 
areas for everyone, or extend the 
protection for another season. 
HUNTERS’ VIEWS 
Mr. Levy says many hunters 
feci the' season .should be reopen- 
cci, and extension of the closed 
period would probably bring pro­
test. Limiting hunting to rc.si- 
clonts of specific areas would be 
difficult to control and probably 
wouldn't be the answer, and over- 
hunting under n fully-opon sys­
tem could be damaging.
Doer, too, arc puzzling the 
Inncls and fore.sts doiiartment, 
Mr. Levy .said. Ln.st year the bag 
limit was dropped to one for the
first time In many years. This 
year it was returned 'to  two. 
Biologists say lack of food has 
led to a decline in deer herds, 
but Mr. Levy said many officials 
feel there is no scarcity.
“We’ll be watching the deer 
situation very closely this year,’* 
he said.
HOCKEY SCORES
IN COMA FOUR YEARS
WA.SIIINCITON (APi-Ned Rus- 
.sell, 42, a New York Herald Trib­
une new.s sci vlco reporter, died 
Sunday from pneumonia and com­
plications after being In n coma 
four years as a result of an auto­
mobile accident. Russell was Imrt 
in Ix).s Angelos Sept. 2, 19.14.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
SATURDAY 
National League
Boston 3 Detroit 1 
New York 3 Toronto 4 
Montreal 2 Chicago 4
Western League 
New Westminster 3 Calgary 9 
Vancouver 3 Saskatoon 3 
Victoria 1 Spokane 6
American League 
Cleveland 2 Hershoy 5 
Buffalo 8 Springfield 6 
Quebec League 
Chicoutimi 7 Quebec 4 
Eastern Oil A Senior A 
Hull 3 Kingston 1 
Cornwall 0 Wliitby 6
OHA-NOHA Senior A 
Kitchcncr-Watcrloo 5 Sault Ste. 
Mario 3
North Bay 0 Chatham 4 
OHA Junior A 
Marlboros 3 St, Catharines 6 
Sask. Junior
Moose Jaw 7 Prince Albert 8 
Western International 
Trail 6 Nelson 3
Okanagan Senior 
Keiownn 5 Vernon 2 
Penticton 3 Kamloops 5
International League 
Indianapolis 4 Fort Wayne 6 
Troy G Toledo 7 .
SUNDAY 
Quebec League 
Quebec 3 Montreal 4 
Chicoutimi 5 Trois-RlVicrcs 4 
Eastern OHA Senior 
Belleville 0 Cornwall 4 
Whitby 10 lluU-Ottawa 2 
OHA-NOHA Senior 
North Bay 1 Windsor 7 
OHA Junior A
St. Catharines 5 Marlboros 1 
Hamilton 1 St. Mlchad’s 1 
Manitoba Junior
Wlnnli)cg Monarchs 3 Trnnscona  ̂
National League 
Detroit 2 New York 1 
Toronto 0 Boston 2
American League 
Cleveland 3 llochostcr 6 
Ilershcy 2 Springfield 4 
Buffalo 5 Providence 1
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
m IG O TA LE nE R T TH O U G IIT  \  
CONCEKNHDA OONTE5TI HAD 
ENTERED, BU T IT yVAS FROM MY 
UHCLE DREWCIER. HE SENT MG THIS 
CHECK FOR #200,..TH£ PlVlDENPS (»J 
COME M IN lN a STOCK HE TRANS­
FERRED TO M Y NAMG AND IS 
HOLDINQFORMG/,..BI.E53H(M 
ItX O E T A  PHOTO OF HIM AND 
S IVG rrAPLAC E 
h o n o r  ON 
ViJWMANTCL.'
---------------
^ H E S  AS SLICK AS A SOAPY 
'  BATHTUB HANDLE/...HaL 
GET IT BACK DOUBLE NEXT 
V/lMTERV/llEN HE COMES 
HERE FOR AVISiTAND'iOUj 











THE OID HOME TOWN By Stanley
G O  
Y o u
T I M E S  G B ! A M P S >  
M O T  V E R Y  f a s t /  
O N  H I S
-ANPTHIS 
SOUNDS ,
L I K E  O N E  o r
t i m e s !:
m
BACK-ROAD FOLKS-  
IS IHERE A D ocrow  AT LA RSB .— s T A f U ^  n . a
HEALTH COLUMN
H o w  Can Y ou  
The S tu tte r in g
B est H e lp  
C h ild?
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
THK WITCH’S HEAD
Th« F«u*oes. OerwarK 
N ATU R AL STO N E  P O tW A V O N
h r  Herman N. Bundeaen. MJ>.
IT your child stutters, chances 
are you may be at least partially 
to blame.
Stuttering probably Is our most 
puzzling speech disorder. Even 
after long years of investigation, 
doctors still aren’t In complete 
agreement about what causes it 
or how best to treat it.
START EARLY
Just about all cases at stutter* 
Ing. begin before the age of six, 
although some children aren’t af­
fected until the seventh or eighth 
year. First symptoms In virtually 
every case is an Involuntary pro­
longation or repetition of sounds 
or syllables. Or there may be 
periods of silence when it ap­
pears that the speech mechanism 
"freezes” in its attempt to pro­
duce sounds.
Now the child himself. In al­
most all such cases, is unaware 
of his difficulty. Moreove-, be­
cause he is unaware of it, he is 
unconcerned about it. The repe­
titions are easy and effortless. 
SIGN OF DISORDER 
Doctors will tell you that a 
speech disorder exists when the 
listener pays more attention to 
how an individual speaks than 
to what he has to say. And this 
is precisely what most parents 
do the moment a child begins to 
show signs of stuttering. Right 
away they begin to try to "cor­
rect” the difficulty.
They perisistently Interrupt a 
child to advise him to "Talk
l o R B N X O  ( y W t e iN I
the Italian astrologer 
ACCURATELY PREDICTED 
HIS OWN DEATH AMP THE 
DAY OM WHICH HIS SON 
PAOLO WOULD PIE IN 
iW t-A M o pR cxm sm  
tits  WIPE WOOLOINEH
THE y e a r  le s s
H S  W I D O W *  S I S T E R  O F  
C A R D I N A L  M A Z A R I N -  
D t B D  S U P O e N L V  O N











• FEED ON SEAWEED 




A m R N m T b m  
SHEEP WHEN m e  




slowly.”  or to "Start all over 
again.” Other favorite bits of 
•advice” are "Take a. deep 
breath before sjwaking.” and 
“Think before saying anything.” 
PARENTS’ WARNING 
Some parents are even so un­
thinking that they bluntly warn 
their youngster to "stop stut­
tering.”
Thus the unconcerned young­
ster consciously becomes 
“stutterer.” His speech is unsat­
isfactory to his parents and this 
hurts bitterly.
His obvious reaction Is to no­
tice the previously unnoticed 
hesitations. In an effort to stop 
them, to cover up this hesitancy, 
he exerts more muscular effort, 
he tries to get on with the word 
more quickly.
BECOMES WORSE
He becomes tense. Insecure, 
he’s anxious about his speech. 
But the more he tries to control 
his speech, the worse his stut­
tering becomes. Soon it is a real 
struggle. He begins to fear words 
and even speech itself.
Not only does he try to avoid 
speaking, but eventually he tries 
to avoid situations which will re­
quire him to talk.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
A Reader: Is coconut milk good 
for the eyes?
Answer: Coconut milk is rich 
in Vitamin A, and Vitamin A is 
necessary for protection of the 
eyes and skin and to help guard 
against infection.
Driver Parks Bus 
Then Collapses
VANCOUVER (CP)-FeeUng a 
stroke coming on, bus driver 
John Wlndgrove, 57, fought off 
unconsciousness and parked his 
loaded bus. Then he collapsed.
He died Saturday In hospital.
SUES rOUCE
TORONTO {CP)~A CBC news 
film editor has sued two Tor­
onto police morality officers for 
525,000. Gerald Morrissey in. his 
statement of claim alleges as­
sault and false imprisonment. He 
claims constables William Mitch­
ell and Ivor Graham arrested 
him about U p.m. July 28 when 
he was trying to flag a cab and 
that he was held until 1 a.m.
CONCENTRATED HEAT
SHTET HARBOR. N.S. (CP)— 
Water caused a fire here. Annie 
MacDonald filled several gallon 
botUcs with water and left them 
on her verandah, where they con­
centrated the sun’s rays and set 
fire to the roof shingles. Fire­
men saved the house.
WELL EST.ABLISIIED
MONTREAL (CP) — Mayor 
Sarto Fournier held a reception
THE DAILY COURIER
MON. NOV. S. 1158
at City Hall to honor the Monh> 
real Symphony Orchestra on the 
2Sth anniversary of its founding.
PLAYFUL MONKEY
SWEETSBURG, Que. (C P )- 
Peter, a seven-year-old monkey, 
Is a friendly playmate of the anl* 








UtAiaNS LIKE A FAY1N3 CUSTOAtER̂





WERE WALKING NOTj 
TAKINOACAR.,
YES. HÊ STAKINSMEHOME-’ 




YOU TAKE A BAD CUT IN 
TO A HOSPITAL RIGHT \  YOUR lES. YOU 




TO TAKE ANY 
CHANCES.
' the AMERICAIKHOSPITAL ISTHEilST.l 








'̂ NERVOUS?..! SUPPOSE 
I'M STILL SHAKEN UP 
OVER POOR TURKEYS 
1 ASSASSINATION-AND 
THE AnEMPTTOSET 
'US. BESIDES, THE 
HAIRPIH TURNS ON 
< THIS ROAD AT NIGHT 
TERRIFY ME/
MOVIE COLUMN
Connie Towers Too 
Tall For Star Role?
FOR TOMORROW inext six months. But, in the
Let cooperation be your by- meantime, take advantage of
word now—both in your home 
and at your work. Some adverse 
lunar influences could make 
certain dealings unpleasant— 
but only if you so permit.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
the next year should prove high­
ly sitmulating where personal 
relationships are concerned. 
There are also notable indications 
of improvement in your self­
development. If business matters 
seem to have been progressing 
slowly during recent months, do 
not be disheartened. Better in­
fluences in this respect will pre­
vail after the first week in De­
cember, and that will be the time 
to take more vigorous and pro­
gressive steps toward worthwhile 
goals.
Do not expect too much where 
finances are concerned for the
Gaglardi Promises 
Arrow Lake Road
VANCOUVER iCP)—The con 
struction of a road giving the 
Arrow Lake district communica 
tlon with number three highway 
at Cnstlcgar will be undertaken 
"ns soon ns possible,” Highways 
Minister P. A. Gaglardi said 
hero.
Mr. Gaglardi was speaking on 
a rc.solution pre.sentcd by the 
Knslo-Slocnn constituency at the 
annuni Social Credit convention 
here.
Hq .said the road will bo built 
"as soon ns the money i.s made 
available.”
every possible opportunity to 
stabilize your monetary status. 
Avoid extravagance — especially 
during the current month and in 
March—and consolidate even the 
smallest gains with a view to the 
future. There is a prospect of 
travel and, for the single, new 
romance between the end of May 
and early September.
A child born on this day will 
be remarkably strong-willed and 





EDMONTON (CP) — Lester B. 
Pearson Saturday urged thorough 
rc-ckamination of Canada’s de­
fence policy and its economic im­
plications. Ho suggested Canada 
may be "getting in too deep.”
Speaking at a press conference, 
the national Liberal leader made 
two specific proposals:
1, Canada Should ‘take the 
lead in building up an interna­
tional police force by making 
available substantial forces on 
call;”
2. Canada should take over 
from the United States in the 
management manning and oper­
ation of all-defence facilities on 
Canadian soil—including the Di.s- 
tnnt Early Warning lino and 
other electronic Warning Installn- 
tion.s.
By BOB THOMAS ,
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Con­
stance Towers, who has the 
dream assignment of co-starring 
with William Holden and John 
Wayne, should have been a star 
two years ago. .
One of the things that held her 
back is that producers didn’t 
have the vision that some of the 
rest of us had. Another is—I beg 
your pardon for this—that Connie 
towers.
She stands a delightful five feet 
nine or 10 inches in high heels. 
’Though she has obvious qualities 
for stardom — a natural Berg- 
manesque beauty, blonde Kelly­
like hair and a rich voice that 
is all her own—her height was 
against her. Somehow, male stars 
don’t like to look up at their 
leading ladies.
Fortunately, Wayne and Holden 
rise above her. Hence she quali­
fied for the leading female role in 
Horse Soldiers. She plays a south­
ern belle who spies on Yankee 
interlopers Wayne and Holden 
and is kidnapped by them on 
their cavalry maKh through the 
South.
KNOCKOUT IN NIGHT CLUBS
Why hasn’t she gotten to the 
top faster?
It’s a wonder to many who 
have caught her on the supper 
club circuit. She was a knockout. 
But she couldn’t get anywhere in 
films.
“ I did just one picture—a 
quickie with Frankie Laine,” she 
said. ’The picture did nothing for 
me.
’Then she went back to the 
clubs. Meanwhile she studied 
dramatics and sang occasionally 
on TV.
Monty Rackin remembered her 
when he went independent with 
John Lee Mahin. He introduced 
her to director John Ford, the 
ardent fan of Ireland and the 
navy.
"It didn’t hurt that he had 
served with my uncle, who is an 
admiral in the navy, and that my 
father was born in Dublin,” Con­
nie said.
Of the 500 actres.ses considered, | 
she wa.s one of 10 who tested. 
She won.
VDU ARE (JOINS 
T O  TAKE MS TO T)® 
WHlRLPOOL,RAO</ 
WE'RS (jaMO T O  
RELEASE PR.EASTUND 
AND CASEYMECALL.'
new DID VtXJ T 
KNOW T U ^ m U B J  
THERE? 6AY.. > 
VdU'RE SUPPOSED 
TD HAVE AMNESIA,'
I  WASN’T SURE, \(?JEENYEVELMUST 'I 
BUT YOUR 1 KNOW ABOUT THIS/ SHE 
SURPRISE TELLS l-VST KNOW VOUVE 
ME THEY ARE AT J RESAINED >OR 
TH£ WHlRLBOOLiC AtEAiORY.'
ROUGH STRETCH
Strong gales are prevalent ln | 
the Formosa Strait, especially | 
from October to March.
’STAY AWAY FROM 
.THAT Visual PHONE.'
OH-H-H-H/
N a tu ra l Gas 
B id  R ejected
By GEORGE KITCHEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
WASHING’TON (CP)—The Fed­
eral Power Commission has] 
turned down an ambitious 
plan to supply fuel-hungry areas 
in the norlh-central states with] 
natural gas from Canada but ex­
pressed conviction the Canadian] 
fuel eventually will find a mar­
ket in the. United. States. .
Acting with “profound regret,” 
the commission rejected an ap-] 
plication by Midwestern Gas 1 
Transmission Company, a U, S. 
pipeline, for permission to im­
port 204,000,000 cubic feet of gas] 
daily from the Trans - Canada 
pipeline and sell it in North 
D a k o t a ,  Wisconsin, Minnesota ] 
and Michigan.
It did so, the commission said, I 
because vidence indicated Trans- 
Canada Pipe Line Limited, just 
now completing a 2,200-mile pipe- ] 
line from the Alberta gas fields] 
to Eastern Canada, lacks suffi-] 
cient gas even for its own Cana- 
to n  customers, let alone pro-] 
vide a surplus for export to the] 
United States. .
RIVAL APPLICATIONS 
At the same time, the five-man] 
commission tossed out applica­
tions of two rival American pipe­
lines — North Natural Gas Com­
pany and Michigan Wisconsin 
Pipe Line Company—which were 
competing with Midwestern for 
the four-state market. It found 
Northern had no feasible gas 
storage project while Michigan 




TO LET me 
BUY A 
NEW HA
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WHEN YOU GO OUT 








—^  BLONDIE-WHATOO , 
«=»»!? I' DO NOW ? THE BIG 1
LUG UKES IT.V
IT MIGHT WOT DO 
SUCH A PERFECT 
JOB O’SWEEPING
.BUT IT SURE MAKES ENOUGH 






By B. JAY BECKER 
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4 K J 8 S i  
OBOi
BOUTII 
4 A K J  
4A1CQ4
♦  "—  ■ 
4.KQ J1032
The bidding:
Bouth West North East 
ajL rasa 2 4  Pami
B4, Pass 3 4  Pasa
B 4 Paaa 4 4  Pasa
4NT Paaa 6 4  Pasa
irs  O.K., SAYS INSPECTOR MOUSE
<ho.',u»ing of a future 
flight into iiparo, a white mmiso 
InipticU a cutaway 
A’i'r«iun u( a KyruiuH'pu that 
kt'cils kLuu; IHli.it and K.:nM on 
cinii'M' In their »(>uee lourin’,VK, 
'Hie ,twii (HHimt g> r<> lins hup- 
"drr<h of pri'elsioii iiuuIh imvis 
and in  fienslnve ciHwiKh to istcrr 
tons of tnetal hurtling' at 15,000
mili:ti an hour. It’s also ruggi'd 
enouRti to withstand "lOOG” 
shoyks ,and oiMjrntoa with equal 
■̂((l̂ ’î !m’y at temperatures of 
(>5 degrees helow and ,175 <Us- 
i;tees alxive zero. It lakes the 
aeeurate "feel” of three of 
tiles*' K.no?( to in'dvlde the 
lluee^axi:! (hme,ns)onal .stahlUly
Opening lend—ten of diamonds.
This hand prc.senls, art interest­
ing question of proper nltiy by de­
clarer In n seven club contract. 
I t ,occurred In (ho 1,950 Vander­
bilt tournament.
As In a great many hands, dc- 
clnror cannot l)c sure of the out­
come when dummy comes down, 
lie inay think he Is a decided 
favorite to make the contract 
provided—and thl.s l.s nn Imixirt- 
nnt provision—he chooses the 
right (’iird to discard,on the nco
cards lield In the acluul deal, ’llle 
Hand l.s easy enough , to make it
The first thing declarer should 
do Is avoid an immediate deci­
sion. He should ruff the diamond 
lend before committing himself 
to a discard. It is practically a 
toss-up whether to discard a 
spado or a heart if the diamond 
ace is taken at trick one.
Declarer should then cash a 
spado and a heart to see If nn 
honor drops. Whorf nothing sig­
nificant falls, he may then cash 
the heart king. If the jack does 
not appear, ho then lends (he 
king of spades. (In the actual 
case, his worric.s would now bo 
over, since the queen would fall.)
Suppose no honor has dropped 
as the four high cards are 
cashed, Declarer ontcr.s dummy 
with a club, dLsenrds the spade 
jack on the nco of diamonds, 
ruffs a diamond, draws trump, 
and hopes the hearts arc evenly 
(llvidcd.
When the hand was played In 
an early round of the Vanderbilt, 
South took the diamond load with 
the ace and (discarded the Jack of 
spades. Later ho lost a heart and 
went down one.
Had ho made the contract, his 
team would have won the match 
by 20 polhts and eliminated the 
team of FIshboln. linzen, Ells, 
Lochrldgc and lllrsch, which 
went on to win the tournament.
UNCA DONALD, NO.'ASJD
A DOS F0LL0WED)\THAT'S 




He RE COfAES BIG BERTHa T ) IF  YOUR COLT' HAS B E E N ' 
HOWMUCH DO yo u  KNOW  X  STO LEN, (3AFFY COULD H/WB 
ABOUT HER BOY FRIEND WHO'5 HAP SOMETHING TO pO  WITI^ 
STAYING H B R & J )-
• IM. It
W ORLD BRIEFS
E?.mSH COLUMWA NAVAL PHOTS OF TOMORROW
These younit officer cariets of 
HMCS Vcntuie, i'lCN'a offu'er 
IfaininK ColabiishisicTit at E?fuii- 
niall, leave for Centralia, Ont., 
next week for intensive air 
'riptitude tests. All set for first
step in naval flyinR careers are 
K ' ov.na’s Jack Tucker, (sec­
ond from left), 971 Leon Avc., 
and others (from left): Cadets 
G o r d o n  Mains, Vancouver; 
Gerald Retallick, Richmond,
and Sistmond WerRcland, Dewd- 
ney. Thirty-six officer cadets in 
all will make flight to Centralia 
for tests, leaving Patricia Bhy 
Nov. 2. Those who pass rough 
and challenging tests will con­
tinue with academic and mil­
itary training at Venture until 
start of their second (senior) 
year next September.
(RCN photo)
MD TO GBEECE 
ATHENS (AP)-United States* 
aid to Greece in the current fis­
cal year will be double that of 
the previous 12 months. A spokes­
man for the U.S economic mis­
sion said various forms of aid for 
the period ending in June, 1959, 
wiU top $40,000,000.
CIHNESE TV
HONG KONG (AP)-Shanghai 
has become the second city in 
Communist China with a televi­
sion station. Peiping got the first 
TV station earlier this year.
BIG EXPANSION
ACCRA (AP)—Ghana, the for­
mer Gold Coast colony, is spend­
ing £3.000,000 to modernize Ac­
cra’s international airport so it 
can handle the biggest jet lines.
CHANGE TRADITION
HONG KONG (AP)—Commun­
ist press reports say Red China's 
farmers are switching from cen­
turies-old oil lamps to methane 
gas for lighting their homes.
MUSICAL REFUGEES 
VIENNA (AP) — The refugee 
orchestra Philharmonia Hungar- 
ica has found enough financial 
support to tour the Americas next 
year. The donated $143,500 will be 
supplemented along the way by 
receipts from concerts in Europe, 
the United States and Latin Am­
erica.
WOMEN VICTIMS
BOMBAY (AP)—A mysterious 
animal blamed for the killings of 
12 women has been shot dead in 
the jungles near Bombay. Troops 
and police hunted down the rare 




tic observation ship Soya leaves 
Nov. 12 on her third expeditiem 
to the South Polar region. The lit­
tle icebrakcr was helped back to 
open seas in 1957 by the U.S. ice­
breaker Burton Island, and in 
1956 by the Soviet icebreaker Ob. 
The Soya now has been com­
pletely renovated.
B .C . F o re s t  I d u s t r i e s  
S a id  In  'R e s t  P e r io d '
PORT ALBERNI. B.C. (CP)— 
Tlie British Columbia forest in­
dustry has hit a rest period after 
a hectic post-war boom, said Ian
tion firms dependent on the 
products of sawmills, wood pro­
cessing plants and pulo mills.
3. The world standard of living
S. Brand, general manager ofiis increasing.
MacMillan and Bloedel’s western 
district’s converting mills.
“But there are many signs 
that indicate that the forest 
dustry will continue to grow,’’ he | future 
said Saturday in a siacech to the | 
annual convention here of the ■
B.C. Saw Filers EducationaUAs- 
sociation.
Three long-term reasons for 
this growth, he said, are:
1.. Increased annual spending 
in the construction industry in 
the United States.
2. Canada’s rising population 
which will need homes, schools 
and factories built by construc-
Mr. Brand said "all of these 
are long-term statistics indicat­
ing the future development and 
in- demand for our product.^. The 
of our industry lies in 
maintaining all our products at 
competitive prices in world mar­
kets.’’
PREMIER’S GIFT
TOKYO (Reuters) — Premier 
Nobiisuke Kishi has personally 
bought a dozen television sets to 
be presented to lonely lighthouse 
keepers. His presents were to be 
handed over on Nov. 1, the 90th | free passports, 
anniversary of Japan’s first light-' 
house.
BIG PROJECT
PRAGUE (AP) — The official 
news agency CIK reports Czecho­
slovakia is building a water pur­
ification plant for the city of 
Cairo, with a capacity of 85,000,- 
000 gallons per day.
WORLD GROUP
PARIS (AP) — Albania has 
joined the UN Educational, Sci­
entific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO). It is the 81st mem­
ber.
WATCH SAILORS
BERLIN (AP) — Communist 
East Germany has put political 
commissars aboard its outbound 
ships. The newspaper Ostseezel- 
tung said the sytem went into 
effect Oct. 1 because of serious 
ideological shortcomings among 
sailors.
RISING TOLL
TOKYO (AP) — Japan’s traffic 
deaths are rising. National police 
report an average of 21 iiersons 
killed daily in the first eight 
months of this year. The total is 
six per cent above that of the 
same period last year.
FAMILIAR FACES
PARIS (AP) — The new Na- 
tional Assembly of France may 
have an old look. Of the 16 post­
war premiers, 13 are running for 
the Fifth Republic assembly, and 
are expected to win seats.
B ro th e rs  H ave 
N o t G iven  Up
SPRINGHILL, N.S. (CP) — 
The six Henwood brothers gave 
up coal mining some time ago. 
But tl)eir father continued to earn 
his living in the pits.
Today they are standing by for 
word of their father, Harland 
Henwood, 53, listed as missing 
since an upheaval shattered the 
Cumberland No. 2 colliery Oct. 
23.
“ We’re not giving up hope," 
says salesman Hallie Henwood, 
30, of n e a r b y  Parrsboro. “We 
won’t believe dad’s dead ,until 
they bring us his body."
Four of the brothers. Law­
rence, 35, Milford, 29. Herbert, 
28. and Douglas, 24, arrived here 
today from Calgary where they 
now live. They said their trip 
was financed by friends in Cal­
gary who contributed $1,000 for 
the two-way trip for all four.
The sixth brother, Angus, sells 
insurance here. All six are mar­
ried. There are also five daugh­
ters in the Henwood family.
All the sons once worked In 
the mine. Douglas quit after the 
1956 explosion in which 39 men 
were killed. Lawrence, a shot- 
firer in the mine, left to join the 
army and now works in a filling 
station. Milford works in a hotel. 
Herbert and Douglas have not 
yet succeeded in finding steady 
work since they arrived In Cal­
gary two months ago.
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BRITAIN LEADS
LONDON (Reutcrs)-John M e 
Cone, chairman of the United 
States Atomic Energy Commis­
sion, said Sunday Britain is 
ahead of the United States in 
both the number and site of nu­
clear power stations.
START NEW SUB
PORTSMOUTH. N. H. (A P)- 
The keel of a nuclear-powered 
ballistic missile submarine was 
laid Saturday as the Portsmouth 
naval shipyard began the biggest 
project in its history. The 5.600- 
ton submarine, to cost an esti­
mated $100,000,000, will be able 
to hurl the Polaris intermediate 
range ballistic missile 1,500 miles 
to a target. Four similar vessels
AH) EMIGRANTS
ROME (AP)—Premier Amin- 
tore Fanfani’s government has 
approved introduction of a bill to 
facilitate emigration. It provides
REJECTS RED PROTEST
ROME (AP) — Italian Pre­
mier Amintore Fanfani today "in­
dignantly rejected’’ a Soviet pro- 
te.st against construction of U.S.- 
equipped missile bases in Italy.
I.EOPOLD IN U.S.
NEW YORK (AP) — Former 
king Leopold of Belgium and his 
wife. Princess Liliane, arrived 
here Sunday night from Brussels 
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CANADIAN, GERMAN TEST NEW SPACE SUIT
Canadian Carl Rich, left, and 
Professor Hermann Bruennor, 
director of the physiological de­
partment of the German Insti­
tute for Flight Medicine in 
Bonn, prepare a new space 
suit they jointly developed dur­
ing the past seven years for a 
test in a pressure chamber. 
The tight-fitting suit is intend­
ed to protect plane crews if re­
quired to bale out of their 
crafts in altitudes from 20,000 
to 30,000 metres. While the test 
shown here is done with a dum­
my inside the suit, members 
of the institute volunteered for 
similar tests inside pressure 
chambers.
-■ CLAIM JET RECORD
rSAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Amer- 
Ican Airlines claimed a New 
Sork-San Frnnci.sco speed record 
Sunday. Its new Boeing .707 jet 
iUner made the tran.scontinental 
flight in four hours 58 minutes, 
A company .sixjkesman said the 
cid nonstop record was five hours 
15 minutes set by a Pan Ameri- 
P n  707 Aug. 15.
JET SETS RECORD
BOSTON (AP) — Pan Ameri­
can Airways announced Sunday 
that a Boeing 707 flew non-stop 
from Boston to Paris today in 
a record six hours three minutes 
The previous record was set in 
1951 by a Pan Am Boeing 377 
clocking eight hours 55 ininutes, 
an airline spokesman said.
le re s ic e
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
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SOLAR SPACE
Examining a model of a 
solar - propelled ’ space .ship 
which may provide man's best 
transportation to nearby plan­
ets is Dr. T. C. Tsu, acrodyna- 
mlci.st at the Wc.stinghouso re­
search laboratories in Pitts- 
l)urgh. Pa. Once In orbit around 
the earth, space explorers will 
be able to unfurl a solar“ sail’’ 
which will qapturo the energy 
of the sun’s rays to propel the 
craft through space.
LONDON (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Diefenbaker met for 80 min­
utes today with Prime Minister 
Macmillan in their second—and 
probably final—round of talks be­
fore the Canadian leader leaves 
Wednesday for Continental Eu­
rope to continue his world tour. 
The Canadian Prime Minister, 
following discussions at 10 Down­
ing Street with Macmillan and 
the Earl of Home, Common­
wealth affairs secretary, said he 
had "a  very interesting ex­
change of ideas on matters of 
common interest and concern.’’
A spokesman in his party said 
another c o n f e r e n c e  is not 
planned, although one could be 
arranged if necessary Tuesday 
morning.
However, the two prime min­
isters were to bo together at two 
other events —: a private dinner 
tonight at the home of George 
Drew, Canadian high commis­
sioner, and again Tuesday eve­
ning at a public meeting at 
which both ore to speak.
ANCIENT AREA
ATHENS (Reuters) — Remains 
of 12 prehistoric dwellings as well 
as hippopotamus bones have been 
found by a German archaeologi­
cal team near Larissa in central 
Greece. Oldest evidence of hu­
man dwllings in Greece, they are 
believed between 30,000 and 100,-'. 
000 years old. i
SPECIAL GARB 1
AUCKLAND! N.Z. (C P '-A  Nn 
tional Film Board photograpl. • 
covering an 'nternational rugjv 
match here borrowed a war;-.) 
polar parka and jacket from e’ - 
plorer Sir Edmund Hillary for his | 
perch on the grandstand roof—the j 
coldest, windiest spot at the field.
REGAINS STRENGTH |
OTTAWA (CP)—Field Marshal 
Earl Alexander continues slowly 
to regain his strength in jiospital ] 
here follofving a heart attack a 
week ago. The hospital said Sun­
day the 66-year-old Second World 
War leader shows the same 1 
gradual improvement he has! 
shown since entering hospital 
Oct. 27 after a duck hunting trip. 
Earl Alexander was Canada’s 
governor-general from 1946 toll 
1952.
MINERS DIE IN BLAST
ISTANBUL (AP)-Threc coal 
minors were killed, four were in­
jured and nine are missing in an 
explosion in a mine nqar Am- 
asya. reports reaching Istanbul 
said today. Amasya is about 370 













SUEZ WIDENED FOR TWO-WAY TRAFFIC
Work Is at present underway 
along the Sue/, canal on (ho 
“Nmiscr plan", a project for 
widening and dcewnlng thq 
canal, It l.s «» Aniubitloim 
scheme to permit tlu\ canal to 
nccomm(Kl(*te two-way traMic 
for Khlpolng up to 45-foot 
draiiglit. Tile curicnt phase of 
tlu: piojcct is nlimHi at increas­
ing the draught of the canal
, ' ♦ ' ' '
frW  34 to 37 feet, na well na 
increasing Ita width by .30 
metrea. TIjIa would Increase 
the dally number of convoya 
transltting \ U*o canal. Here, 
workers p*lt the final slrokea 
to the new wider bank of the 
canal while other.* dig In i)e- 
tween the old and the new 
one as traffic continues nor- 
inally.
NAVAL EXERCISE
OTTAWA (CP)-Canada’s air-1 
craft carrier Bonaventure, ac­
companied by four destroyer es­
corts, will take part in a NATO I 
naval-and-air exercise, in the 
Eastern Atlantic and Gibraltar 
areas, Nov.'10-28. The defence 
department said Sunday night 
the Boijaventure will be accom­
panied by the destroyer escorts 
St. Laurent, Ottawa, Huron and 
Haida.
DOCTOR IS SUED
QUEBEC (CP)—A civil jury In I 
Superior Court has recommended 
that $32,129 in damages be paid 
a Qirebec City man who claimed 
six-inch metal surgical clamp 
was left in his stomach during 
an operation in 1950. By an 11 to 
one majority the jury found Dr. 
Paul Gilbert negligent. In allow­
ing the clamps to remain in the | 
stomach of Henri Cantln. Mr. 
Cnntin had asked $60,000 In dam-1 
ages. '
SECRET WEAPON!
BERLIN (AP) — Communist I 
East Germany’s Defence Minis­
ter Willi Stoph charged Sunday 
that the We.stcrn military alli­
ance has another .secret weapon 
—Bill Haley and his rock ’n’ roll 
band. Stoph said Haley and his 
music were being used to confu.se 
Western youth so they could be 
easily exploited for atomic war | 
against Communists.
FIND TWO BODIES
CROWLAND, Ont. (CP)—Mike 
Fnrbvcuk, 32, and his 29-year- 
old wife, Shirley, wore found dead 
Sunday In the front room of their 
bungalow in this community near 
Welland, while tbdr two children | 
slept In nnerther room. Pnrbycuk, 
found lying In a pool of blood, | 
had been shot through the chest, 
police said, while his wife boro 
signs of having been strangled. 
Police Chief C. W. Wright said 
that it appeared tp be a murder 
and Bulctdo.
PLAN CONFERENCE 
SAINT JOHN, N. B. (CP)- 
J. N. Shortllffc of ICdmonton, 
■ircsldcnt of the Cnphdlan Warc- 
louscmon’s Association, arrives I 
lere Tuesday to confer with local 
Ihdustrlal executives on public 
inrcbnuslng, moving and stor­
age. He will address a confer­
ence of public warehousing cxcc- ] 
utlvqs Wednesday night.
TWO DROWN
LATCHFORD, Opt. (CP) -  A 
man and woman were drowned 
and two men were missing Sun­
day following a boating accident 
Friday In choppy H|ny Lake, .53 
miles south of Kirkland Lake. 
'Ilio bodies of Mrs. Louis Chris­
tina I.X!0, 40, of Lntchford, and 
William Ross He a t t y ,  25, of 
Barrio, wore recovered froip the 
Montreal River. Missing are Wll 
barn Bcntty, 45, the dead man's 
father, and Fred D u r a n t  of 
Barrio.' '
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